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SATANISM AND SPIRITISM IN GAUTIER

BY MAXIMILIAX J. RUDWIN"

THfiOPHILE GAUTIER (1811-1872) called himself "a man
for whom the outer world exists." Nevertheless, he often turned

his eyes inward, saw visions and dreamed dreams. Our poet fre-

quently raised the veil that separates the visible from the invisible

world. It is not known whether he had actually been in all the

countries on which he wrote travel books, but he certainly visited

the realms of the Beyond. His excursions into the regions of fan-

tasy were accomplished without recourse to the medium of drink

or drug. He was no addict to alcohol like his foreign masters, Hofif-

mann and Poe. Nor did he seek his inspiration in the "Artificial

Paradises," which sapped the life-blood of his young friend, Baude-

laire. Together wath other Romantics of his day, Gautier felt the

charm of the fantastic and exotic, of the extravagant and extraordi-

nary, of the wonderful and weird, of the ghastly and ghostly. He
was attracted to mysticism and occultism, to spiritism and Sweden-
borgianism, to Mesmerism and magnetism.

Theo, as our poet was familiarly called by his friends, also fell

under the fatal fascination of Hoffmann. He consecrated to this

German writer the first essay which has been preserved from his

pen. "After reading Hoffmann," the nineteen-year-old Gautier

wrote, "I feel as if I had drunk ten bottles of champagne." What
impressed the young man most was Hoffmann's diabolical laughter

—

"ricanements diaboliqitcs." This youthful outburst of enthusiasm

for Hoffmann was not meant for publication\ but six years later

Gautier published a "literary criticism" of Hoffmann's stories, in

which he again gives expression to his admiration for Hoffmann
and tries to account for the great popularity which this German

' It has been printed from manuscript bv Spoelberch de Lovenjoul in his
Histoire des oevres dc Thcophile Gautier (1887). t. I, pp. 11-4.
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story-writer enjoys among French readers.- Gautier praises Hoff-

mann's art in making the supernatural element appear natural by

placing the narrator in an abnormal psychic condition. Our poet

may be considered Hoffmann's most fervent admirer and most suc-

cessful imitator among French Romantics. Hoffmann's fantasies

touched in no Frenchman a wilder vein than in Gautier. Intentional

imitations of Hoffmann abound in almost all the writings of Gautier.''

Skeptic and scoffer as he was, Theophile Gautier was credulous

and superstitious. He claimed to believe in every religion ; he cer-

tainly believed in every superstition. His fundamental paganism

was in salient contrast with his curious Catholicism. He had faith

in magic and witchcraft, in dreams and mysterious powers. He
believed in the Devil and, after a fashion, also in the Deity.'' The
idea of the Devil returns very often to the imagination of our

poet. It must not be forgotten that he started his literary career

with a diabolical legend, Alhcrtns.

ALBERTUS (1830)^

Alhertus, or the Soul and Sin- A Theological Legend, has been

called by the author "half diabolical, half fashionable." It certainly

is semi-supernatural, semi-sensual. It is fantastic and funereal, im-

pertinent and indecent. It was written fully in the spirit of a period

which was revelling in everj^thing connected with metamorphoses,

black arts, devil-compacts and witches' sabbaths. Albcrtus is a sort

of sardonic burlesque upon Faust and other poems tinged with medi-

evalism.

-The essay, "Contes d'Hoffmann : critique litteraire." first appeared in the
Chronique de Pans of August 14, 1836, and was reprinted as a preface to X.
Marmier's translation of Hoffmann's tales in 1843.

•' German influence on Gautier was very great although he could not read
the language ; cf. Louis Poulain, Traces de I'infJuence allonande daus I'ocvre

de Theophile Gautier (Bale, 1914). On Hoffmann's influence on Gautier the
reader is referred to the following writers: Julian Schmidt, Geschichle der
francosisehen Literatur seit der Revolution (1858). Bd. H, S. 375; Maxime
clu Camp, Theophile Gautier (1890; Engl. tr.. 1893), p. 152; Joseph Texte.
'"Influence allemande dans le romantisme francas," in the Revue des deux
mnndcs, t. CCCLVI (1897). p. 630; F. C. de Sumichrast, "Theophile Gautier:
Colorist," in the Critic, vol. XLIII (1903). p. 49; J. H. Retinger. le Conte
phantastique dans le romantisme frani;ais (1909), p. 69; Hubert Matthcy, Essai
sur le merveilleux dans la litterature francaise depiiis 1800 (1915), pp. 246-7.

* Cf. Sainte-Beuve, Nouveaux lundis. t. I (1888). p. 288.

^All the poems and stories treated in this paper, with the exception of Onu-
phrius, la Larme du Diable and Deux acteurs pour un role, will he found in the
subscription set, in 24 volumes, of the works of Theophile Gautier in English,
edited by F. C. Surichrast and published by C. T. Brainard Pub. Co., Boston
and New York, 1903. A fragment of Alhertus has been translated into Spanish
by Adolfo Mitre (Fragmen to del poema Albcrtus de Theophile Gautier), and
published in 1879 at Buenos Aires.
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Veronica, a wicked woman and a hideous hag, dwells in a ruinous

hut that squats at the foot of a barren hill in the outskirts of a

Flemish town. She is known among her neighbors as a witch, a

compounder of philters and poisons, a caster of spells, and a servant

of Satan. Midnight sounds : it is the hour of evil deeds and weird

conjurations. The sorceress forms a magic ring on the floor, stands

in the center and utters incantations. To accomplish the mystery,

she casts her garments away and anoints her body with a black

liquid. This unguent has the quality of removing marks of senility

and of restoring the bloom and beauty of youth. After having trans-

formed herself into a marvellous young girl, the witch also changes

her black cat, by means of her magic wand, into an elegant cavalier.

Veronica now transformed into Venus and escorted by her cava-

lier, whom she has named Don Juan, repairs to Leyden to win her

laurels in the ballrooms of the national capital. This petticoated

devil is the sensation of the hour. She overshadows all the women

and turns the heads of all the men in town. No wonder! "Her eyes

made the flash of diamond's self grow pale ; her teeth were fairer

than pearls, and satin lost its gloss when near her skin. With her

port so free, her teasing wit, her charms both coy and arch, she

was in turns Camargo, Manon Lescaut, Philine—in short, a ravish-

ing wretch!" (XXXIV.)*' The men desert the society women and

flock to the newcomer. "Young and old, lawyers in dusty wigs,

dandies shedding around them the scent of amber, officers in gay

uniforms, dragging their swords across the sounding floors, painters

and musicians, all crowded to the stranger's rooms" (XXIX). The

worthy Flemings renounce for her sake their gin and their pipe and

stand round her. This sorceress filches the hearts of all men who
come within the radius of her vision. ]\Ien drown themselves for

her and fight duels on her account. The diva accepts their homage

and their cash, but keeps them at a distance. She disdains all the

gallants at her feet. But her day is to come, too.

Two months pass in this way. Veronica who "made it her

delight—for such is woman's pleasure—hearts to torture and souls

to damn," is finally "sufifering the pains that yesterday she caused."

She falls in love with Albertus, a young Italian painter, whom she

sees one evening in the theater. But Albertus is not the man to be

caught in her nets. He is devoted to his art and cool to his fellow-

men. In vain Veronica tries to draw him to her. The heart of

Albertus is closed to love. Women hold no charms for this disil-

lusioned man. But alas ! the dear Lord has not made man and

' Sumichrast's prose version.
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woman of equal strength. Albertus soon falls a victim to the wiles

of this woman. \\''hen \'eronica sends Don Juan for Albertus. the

poor man follows this devil Mercury in a spirit of bravado. He has

no suspicion that he is walking to his doom as a lamb that is led to

the slaughter. As Albertus beholds \^cronica sitting on a soft divan,

he cannot resist her charms. "An angel, a son of heaven, to be in

his place, would have sold his stall in the paradise of God" (XCIII).

He is carried away by the wnldest sort of passion. In his madness

he offers his soul to Satan to be for a moment with \'cronica. The
recruiting agent of hell has him repeat his words solemnly. This

blasphemy brings about his ruin. His good angel now deserts him

and hands him over to his demon. A glow of sulphur now fills the

room and Mephistophelian laughter sounds in the air.

In the midst of their intoxication midnight sounds. It is the

hour at which \'eronica is to return to her original form.

"Suddenly, within his very grasp,—a prodigy fit to confound the

strongest brain,—Albertus felt the charms of the fair melt away,
and vanish the very flesh. Broken was the prism. It was no longer

the woman whom all adored, but a foul hag with great green eyes

rolling under eyebrows thick, and, to seize her prey, at full length

stretching her long, thin arms, like hooks. Satan himself would have
drawn back. A few white hairs hung stiff down her skinny neck ;

her bones showed plainly under withered breasts, and her ribs stuck

out of her sides so foul" (CV).

A terror seizes Albertus. The blood in his veins runs cold. He
wishes to run away, but he cannot free himself from her cold and

clammy arms. He belongs to her through a rash word uttered in

the madness of delirium.

Albertus is now forced to accompany A'eronica to the witches'

sabbath. They mount two broomsticks, bridled and saddled, which

carry them through the air to the infernal tryst. Now they reach

their destination.

"The place was lighted by a flame, a blue light casting like that

of blazing punch. It was an open spot within the forest's depths.

Wizards in their gowns and witches nude astride upon their goats
adown the four corners of the world arrived at once. Investigators

into sciences occult, Fausts of every land, magi of every rite, dark-
faced gypsies, and rabbis red-haired, cabalists, diviners, henneceu-
tists black as ink and asthmatically gasping—not one of them failed

to appear at the meeting place" (CXI).

All wait for Satan who is to preside in propia persona over the

ceremonies.
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"At last he came ; but no devil of sulphur and of aspect terrific

;

no devil old-fashioned, but the dandiest of fiends, wearing^ imperial

and slight moustache, twirling his cane as well as could have done
a boulevard swell. You could have sworn he'd just come from a

performance of Robert the Devil, or The Temptation or had been
attending some assembly fashionable. He limped like Byron (but

no worse than he), and with his haughty mien, his aristocratic looks,

and his exquisite talent for tying his cravat, in every drawing-room
a sensation he would have made" (CXIV).

Gautier now amuses himself in composing the grand symphony

of the adepts of Beelzebub. When the concert is finished, the

dancing begins. Poor Albertus is the unwilling spectator of the

most monstrous diabolical diversions. In the midst of the cere-

monies the Devil sneezes. The odor of the company is too strong

for his fashionable nostrils. "God bless you," Albertus says cour-

teously. No sooner has he uttered these words when the whole

frightful pageant disappears. Devil, demons, wizards, witches, all

vanish into the air. Albertus feels sharp claws and teeth tear his

flesh. His shrieks avail him not. The next morning, peasants find

on the Appian road, near Rome, a man's body, with broken thighs

and twisted neck.'^

ONUPHRIUS (1832)

If we wish to know how Young France went wild over the Devil,

w^e have but to read the story of Onuphrius. This gifted artist, poet

and painter, so firmly believed in Beelzebub that he lost his mind

over the belief. The story consists, as the subtitle shows, of a

series of "fantastic vexations of an admirer of Hoffmann." As a

typical Jeune France, Onuphrius delved deeply into demonology.

He was fond of medieval legends, mystic poems, cabalistic treatises,

German ballads and books on magic and witchcraft. His bookshelf,

as described by Gautier, throws light on the intellectual interests

of the young artists of that period. Onuphrius read Jean Bodin,*

Pierre Leloyer,'' Martin Delrio,^" Balthasar Bekker," Laurent Bor-

^ Reminiscences of Albertus will be found in the description of the Black
Mass in Oscar Wilde's story, The Fisherman and his Soul (1891).

s Jean Bodin is the author of the famous hook, la Dcmonomanie des sorciers
("1580). It was republished at Wiart in 1616 under the title of Fleau des
demons et des sorciers.

9 Pierre Leloyer is known as the author of the followng book: Qiiatre
livres des spectres ou apparitions et visions d'esprits coinine anqes, demons et

ames sf montrant visibles aiix honimes (1586). It was reprinted in 1608 under
the briefer title : Discours et histaires des spectres.

-'^ Martin Delrio's book, Disqnisitionum magicarum libri sex (Louvain,
1599), was translated into French in 1611 by Andre Duchesne.

11 Balthasar Bekker has written his book, De betooverde JVeereld in 1691.
It was translated into French and called le Monde enchante, in 1694.
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delon,'- Berbiguier de Terre-Neuve du Thym,^^ Infenialia,^* and tlie

old books on magic known among the country folk as Secrets du

grand Albert and Secrets du petit Albert^-' Hoffmann and Jean Paul

thus found Onuphrius admirably receptive to the evaporations of

their disordered brains. They finished what the demonologists had

begun. This reading filled the poor painter's mind with diabolical

ideas and "homed visions." The Devil obsessed him to such a

degree that he saw tail and horns whithersoever he turned his eyes.

The idea that he was pursued by the Evil One first amused Onu-
phrius, but he soon began to take it more seriously. "Is there any-

thing irrational in this supposition?" he would ask himself. The
existence of the Devil is as well proved as that of the Deity. It has

been the doctrine of the Christian Church for hundreds of years

and is clearly stated in the Holy Scriptures. Satan is said to be

prowling around like a roaring lion, seeking to devour man. Even

the Savior was not safe from Satan's snares. How real was the

Devil to St. Anthony and to Luther! The first of the anchorites

was, upon the authority of St. Athanasius. so tempted and tor-

mented for twenty years by the Devil that he well nigh lost his reli-

gion. The German monk devoutly believed not only in the Devil's

individuality but in his constant appearances in a physical form. He
held frequent converse with the Contradictor in his garret at Wart-

burg and fought many a verbal duel with him. During one of these

heated discussions, Luther lost his temper and hurled an ink-bottle

at the Devil's head. The stain is to be seen to this very day in his

cell at Wartburg.

Indeed, how could any man doubt the existence of the Devil?

Thousands upon thousands of persons in the Middle Ages and even

later, had seen him with their own eyes ; and if unanimous testimony

may be counted as proving anything, we must admit that the Devil

is the person whose existence has been demonstrated beyond the

slightest shadow of a doubt. i\s a matter of fact, the majority of

^- The abbe Bordelon is the author of a book with this long title: I'Histoire
dcs imaginations cxtravagantes de M. Ouffle . . . de la magie, du grinwire,
dcs dcniomaqiics, des sorcicrs, dcs loups-gareiix, dcs succiibcs, du sabbath, etc.,

(1710). A second edition appeared in 1754.
'^ Berbigiiier, a monomaniacal demonologist ruined himself by publishing

at his own expense a very curious book in the early part of the last century.
It bears the following title: Ics Farfadcts, on Tons Ics demons de son! pas dans
I'aittre mondc.

'* hiferna'ia, which has been ascribed to Charles Nodier, is a collection of
anecdotes, brief novels, novelettes and short stories on ghosts, specters, demons
and vampires. The book was published in 1822.

'Mt'is the irony of fate that .\lbertus Magnus (1193-1280). one of the
most illustrious scholars of the Middle .'Xges, should be known among the com-
mon people as a magician and author of books on magic.
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men in Christendom still hold firmly to the belief in a personal Devil.

Against Diabolus the Protestants still thunder from their pulpits,

and the Catholics still swing their holy water.

Onuphrius reviewed all the stories of demoniac possession, from

Mary of Magdala, who harbored at least seven demons in her heart,

to the nuns of Loudun, who received visits from the evil spirits in

the year of our Lord sixteen hundred and thirty-three.^®

Our poor painter could at first not understand what interest

Beelzebub could have in pesecuting him in this merciless manner?

Was the Devil after his soul? But it was rather an unusual way to

get a man's soul. He finally came to the conclusion that he must

have incurred the Devil's displeasure by painting a portrait of St.

Dunstan holding his Satanic majesty by the nose with red-hot pin-

cers. Naturally, the fiend did not feel flattered by this presentment

and decided to avenge himself on the poor painter by playful pranks.

For the Devil is, as the anatomically melancholy Burton has ex-

pressed it, the "'ringleader of all naughtiness."

Onuphrius was constantly teased and tantalized by the Enemy
of Man. Satan was certain to pop up in one place or another in

all the young man's paintings or poems. He would splash our artist's

canvases and soil his manuscripts. He begrudged him even his inno-

cent pastimes and took a hand in his chess-games. When Onuphrius

started out one evening to meet his fair lacintha, the Devil detained

him on the way, and as he was returning home about midnight, sad

at heart as having missed his appointment, each portion of the road

which he had traversed lay again in front of him. Satan lifted the

top of the poor man's head so that his thoughts escaped, as birds fly

away when their cage is suddenly opened.

When Onuphrius was asked one evening to read his verses in a

fashionable drawing-room, the Devil, who was standing at his elbow,

a green-eyed, red-bearded dandy, dressed in a scarlet waist-coat

(Gautier's own), caught them in his netting and replaced them by

his ow^n vulgar words that finally reached the ears of the ladies.

Diabolus thus disgraced our poet in the eyes of the company and in

addition walked ofif with his fair lacintha. This last trick upset the

young man completely. Having been run over by the carriage con-

taining the Devil and lacintha without suffering any physical harm,

our lover got it into his head that the Devil had stolen his body just

I'' This most interesting case of diabolical obsession in modern times has
been set forth in the Histoire des diablcs dc Loudun (1839), and in the article,

"The Devils of Loudun," in the National Rcviczv, vol. XI (London, 1860),
po. 70f f.
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as he had taken the shadow of Peter Schlemihl.'^ Onuphrius ended

his days in a hniatic asylum.

Onuphrius is Romanticism run mad.

OMPH.M.E (1834)

In "Omphale," a woman steps down from a tapestry and visits

the author in his dreams. She is finally chased away by the author's

father, who spies on them.

r.A MORTE AMOUREUSE (1836)^^

In "la Morte amoureuse" we have a story of vampirism. A good

country cure is for three years the plaything of a diabolical illusion.

On the day of his ordination he sins by letting his eyes fall on a

woman. This woman, who is a famous courtesan, dies soon after-

wards but visits the poor priest every night in his dreams and lives

on drops of blood from his veins. Romuald is finally freed from

this Satanic spell by his superior, who opens Clarimonde's tomb,

casts holy water on the body and traces with a -sprinkler a cross upon

the cofifin.

To the motif of vampirism is added another of a double person-

ality in the manner of Iloft'mann's Doppelgiingcr (1822). Romuald

is a priest by day and a cavalier by night, and he himself does not

know which is his real and which his fantastic self.

LA LARME DU DIABLE ( 183*^)

This dramatic poem is a clever pasticcio of the medieval miracle-

plays. It is one of Gautier's most original fantasies. In its consis-

tent levity it is most characteristic of his art. Xothing illustrates

better the way in which Gautier conceived the most exalted ideas as

subject-matter to be used for pictorial ends. The play is full of

humor and irony. The scene is alternately in Heaven and on earth,

Satan is the hero, and "le Bon Dieu" and Christus, comically grouped

with Othello and Desdemona, are among the minor characters. The

piece is less indecent, but more impudent and irreverent than .llbcr-

tus. Satan gives the impression of a good fellow, pleasing and amus-

ing, mischievous rather than malicious. He bears no ill-will toward

'" The title character in Chamisso's Peter Sclilntiilil (1814) sells his shadow
as well as himself to the Devil for the purse of Fortunatus, and then, putting
on the seven-leagued boots, diverts his mind from unpleasant thoughts by run-
ning aI)out the world.

18 The title of this story has been variously rendered into English: "The
Dead Lcman," "The \'ampire," and "Clarimonde."
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God or man. He jokes with the Lord about the inhabitants of

Heaven and maintains that any man of spirit would prefer going to

Hell. Satan wins the sympathy of the women among the saints in

Paradise, and they all plead with the good God in his behalf. Gau-

tier was the first among the Romantic poets to raise the question of

the redemption of Satan and his return to glory.

The principal motif of the poem is a wager between the Lord

and the Devil in regard to two mortal maidens. God believes them

to be proof against all temptation, but Satan insists that he could

tempt them to fall. A wager between the Deity and the Devil is

concluded. If Satan wins the bet, he is to obtain pardon for Eloa,

a beautiful woman-angel, who (in Vigny's poem) forsook Heaven

to seek Satan in his misery. But this angel makes her voice heard

in Heaven from Hell that she still loves the rebel spirit and that

she prefers Hell with him to Heaven without him. Satan then asks

as reward for his labors a glass of cold water to cool his parched lips.

The Devil sets to work and is about to win the bet, but touched

by the purity and delicacy of the feelings of the young girls, he is

to lead to evil, he sheds a tear. The angels gather up the tear and

lay it at the feet of the Lord. This act of magnanimity on the part

of Satan so stirs the hearts of the women saints that they plead with

the Lord in behalf of Satan. The good God is willing enough to

pardon his old enemy, but he cannot reverse his judgment. 'T can-

not perjure myself like an earthly king," he tells the angelic dele-

gation. It is not, how-ever, a flat refusal, for he adds: "In tw^o thou-

sand years we shall see !"

DEUX ACTEURS POUR UN ROLE (1841)

This is the story of the Devil playing his own part as under-

study for his human impersonator.

In a Vienna theater an actor named Heinrich has been playing

the part of the Devil Avith great success. One evening after the

play the actor is sitting in a restaurant in the midst of a group of

admirers and accepting their congratulations. Every member of

the party has a good word to say in praise of the young and talented

actor, who has mastered so difficult a role. This unanimous praise

is interrupted by an old man, who is seated at the next table. It is,

of course, the Devil in person. He is sorrv to have to disagree, he

says, but he has also been to the theater and found that the part of

the Devil has been played too humanly. It is apparent, he adds, that

the actor has never seen the Devil. Heinrich's jolly companions

laugh at the old man, who dares differ with them in their acclaim
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of the actor's art. They ask the old man jokingly if he could

do better. To the merriment of the com|)any, he replies

afiFirmatively. The following evening, the Devil appears behind the

curtains : and after disposing of Heinrich for the evening, plays his

own part. It is a howling success.

ARRIA MARCELI.A (1852)

In this story, we learn how Arria Marcella. a Pompeian cour-

tesan, is recalled to life after two thousand years by the burning

look a youth has cast on the imprint which her perfect bosom has

left in molten lava. The woman falls back into a handful of ashes

through the exorcism of her equally resurrected father who has

turned Christian.

I.E PIED DE MOMIE ( 1852)

This is the story of Princess Hermonthis. daughter of Pharaoh,

who after thirty centuries visits the author in a dream to claim her

little foot, which he has bought from a bric-a-brac dealer as a paper

weight. She takes him to the tomb of the Pharoahs. who are sit-

ting with their thousand myriad peoples waiting for the final day.

AVATAR (1856)

"Avatar" is the story of metempsychosis. By transfer of souls

the lover is transformed into the husband of the woman with whom
he is infatuated to obtain the love meant for the husband. He is

foiled, however, by the deep sensibilities of the woman. What puz-

zles the reader is why the lover, who has the husband's brains, can-

not speak his language. It is in this way that the suspicions of the

Polish countess are confirmed.

JETTATURA (1856)

This is the story of Italian superstition. It deals with the belief

in the evil eye or "Jettatura," as it is called in Italy.

LA ROMANCE d'uNE MOMIE ( 1857)

In this story a man is in love with the daughter of an Egyptian

high-priest, who died three thousand five hundred years ago. and

whom he has exhumed, brought with him to England and placed

in his park.
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SPIRITE (1865)

"Spirite" is the story of a girl, whose confession of love often

was on her lips in this world and now is heard from the other world.

This story has something in common with Hoffmann's Elcmen-

targeist (1822), and has been indirectly influenced by Cazotte's le

Diable amoureux (1772). It also shows resemblances to Poe's

Ligcia (1836). It was about this time, thanks to Baudelaire's excel-

lent translation, that the American writer was beginning to supplant

the German Hoffmann as a model for fantastic tales in France.^^

^^Cf. Matthey, op. cit., pp. 235-9. According to Poulain, op. cit., p. 25, this
began already in 1850. Other stories by Gautier in which the supernatural ele-
ment appears more or less are as follows: "la Cafetiere" (1831) ; "le Nid de
Rossignols" (1833) ; "le Chevalier double" (1840) ; "la 1002 me nuit" (1842) ;

"la visite nocturne" (1843) ; "I'Enfant aux souliers de pain" (1849) ; and
"I'Ame de la maison" (1852).



"THE UNITED STATES OF EUROPE"—
WHY NOT?

BY VICTOR S. YARROS

SINCE the great war, not a few thinkers have despaired of

Europe—or of humanity—for, after all, there is but one West-

ern civilization, and if Europe is doomed. America, too, is facing

destruction. But it is difficult to rid one's self of the feeling that

the despair is largely theatrical. And it is likely that the average

person vaguely agrees with those who, like Herbert C. Hoover,

have, despite many depressing developments in the old world, paid

surprisingly Avarm tributes to the splendid intellectual resources, the

industry and the recuperative power of Europe.

A striking illustration of the vitality and vigor of European civili-

zation is found in the somewhat sudden emergence of a new ideal

or goal
—

"the United States of Europe!" In Germany, Herr Maxi-

milian Harden, in France, M. Joseph Caillaux, in England and Amer-

ica certain Labor and advanced Liberal leaders have almost simul-

taneously raised that heartening and inspiring slogan. Can this

phenomenon be a mere accident, an ephemeral and passing affair?

Hardly. If Utopians and sentimentalists had. in times of profound

peace, of fancy-free aspiration, launched the idea of a federal repub-

lic of Europe, most of us would have rightly dismissed it as well-

meant, dreamy, but futile speculation. But that sober-minded men,

practical men, realists in politics, should at this critical time seri-

ously propose the formation of such a republic, and suggest steps

and measures in that direction, is a portent charged with significance.

For ten years politicians, editors, diplomats, men of aflfairs have

talked of nothing and thought of nothing save the hatreds, the sus-

picions, the fears, the antipathies, the prejudices which have pre-

vented the pacification and reconstruction of Europe. The talk has

been of conflicts, of revenge, of preparations for another terrible
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war. Yet, in the midst of all this, and in spite of it, or because of

it, voices are now raised in favor not of lame and unstable com-

promises, not of narrow, financial agreements, but of a courageous,

daring, magnificent attempt to work out a permanent and progres-

sive solution of the whole complex of European problems

!

There is such a thing as intensely practical idealism, and there

is such a thing as thoroughly sane and saving radicalism. Some

problems are too intricate and difficult for timid, skeptical, half-

hearted, conventional men ; they require heroic treatment. Europe's

case, men are beginning to see, calls for faith, for vision, for con-

fidence in quintessential human nature.

Perhaps, indeed, Europe needs a new^ ideal if it is to experience

a change of heart. Dull sermons, hypocritical pretensions, holier-

than-thou attitudes, sweeping denunciations of European sins have

utterly failed to impress the alleged offenders. Pharisaical peace-

ments and ignorant exhortation have been resented by Europe. The

impatient outsider who rails at "superheated nationalism" in Europe,

or at the disposition to subordinate economics to politics, business

to principle, and who cavalierly advises the summary demolition of

tariff walls and other obstacles to free commerce, onlv provokes

contempt and ridicule—and richly deserves it.

But there are better and more effective wavs of appealing to

reason and to the sense of human solidarity. The men who have

proclaimed the ideal of a United States of Europe are not commit-

ting the stupid blunder of pouring scorn upon nationalism, how-

ever crudely this sentiment may be expressing itself in some sec-

tions. They are in full sympathy with national aspirations ; they

advocate no mechanical, artificial union of irreconcilable elements.

They do not say to the nations of Europe: "You are benighted,

reactionary, perverse, absurd ; you are governed by low passions,

and we, superior peoples, have only contempt for your traditions and

cultural claims." No ; they say to the nations and states of Europe

:

"We understand you ; we have deep sympathy with your aspira-

tions ; we do not even seriously blame you for the mistakes you

seem to us to be making, for behind every present problem there

lies a long history of struggle and injustice ; we do not expect you

to forget the past and sacrifice any institution, custom, tradition,

principle that you cherish and love : all we suggest and urge is that

you take as enlightened, rational and noble a view of your relation

to your neighbors as it is humanly possible to take, and that in assert-

ing your several interests, make sure that those interests are legiti-

mate and permanent."
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Such an attitude as this turns away wrath and surely, if slowly,

induces heart-searching and an open-minded approach to a pro-

posed policy.

Now, no nation in Europe today professes predatory and aggres-

sive sentiments. No nation admits that it contemplates war or pre-

fers war to the arbitrament of reason and equity. All nations

protest their devotion to peace and amity ; all are ready—they say

—

to inaugurate a new international order of things. In these circum-

stances, it is not to be wondered at that some far-sighted and high-

minded spirits should seek to direct attention to the possibility of

European federation.

If a United States of America, why not a United States of

Europe? The American colonies were not indififerent to their lib-

erties and rights ; but they found federation, and eventually union,

indispensable to security, to orderly progress, to economic and spir-

itual expansion. Obstacles and difficulties were not lacking, but

gradually the idea of union was made popular and in due time it

triumphed over local prejudices and timid counsels. Why should

not the idea of a federated Europe similarly triumph?

It would be idle to minimize the difficulties in the way. Differ-

ences of language alone constitute formidable barriers to federa-

tion. But Switzerland is a federal republic despite differences in

language. If Russia ever settles down under a free republican form

of government, that form will be federal, and it will function despite

the heteregeneous character of the Russian empire—the multiplic-

ity of races, languages, tribes, varieties within it.

To be sure, it would require a century of planning, discussion

of objections, removal of difficulties, reconciliation of apparent or

real conflicts of interests to set up a federal European republic. But

it is one thing to conceive a great objective and move slowly toward

it, receiving encouragement and inspiration from every forward step

taken, and another thing to drift and flounder and muddle amidst

difficulties and dangers without a goal and haven in view.

Europe is great and vital enough to right itself, to find salvation

and healing in substituting solidarity for division, co-operation for

destructive rivalry, union for chaos and warfare.

After all, the leading nations of Europe, as H. G. Wells, in his

historical outline, has pointed out, belongs to the same stock. After

all, England, Germany, France and Italy have more in common than

they have in severalty." Science, art, philosophy, finance, industry,

commerce, technique are international, not national. The great men
of Europe are "good Europeans" first and nationalists in the second
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place. Beethoven, it was once beautifully said, was a conclusive

argument against war with Germany. Well, there are many such

"arguments," and every civilized European nation is able to advance

them. Europe is intellectually and artistically united, and politics

as well as economics must begin to draw the unavoidable inferences

from that fact. Germany loves Shakespeare even more than Eng-

land does. Goethe loved France as much as any native can love it.

Lord Haldane, philosopher and statesman, calls Germany his spir-

itual home. Even during the war, France listened to Bach,

Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner. The scientific men of Germany paid

sincere and warm homage to Pasteur on the occasion of the observ-

ance of his centennary. These things are symptomatic, even though

the thoughtless politician never stops to reflect upon them.

But what, it may be asked, can practical men do at present to

promote European federation or union, assuming the ideal to be ulti-

mately realizable and intrinsically desirable?

The answer to this question was given long ago by a German
philosopher—Immanuel Kant. It is not generallv known that Kant,

with prophetic insight and foresight, advocated disarmament and

free-trade for Europe, and advocated these reforms as essential

conditions precedent to the establishment of a League of Nations,

a federated Europe

!

Germany is disarmed, and the other nations of Europe, or their

liberal and enlightened elements, must take up the question of the

limitation of their own armaments in earnest. Disarmament must

be general, or else it is a snare and fraud. A French senator has

indeed proposed the immediate scrapping of the world's' navies, but

what of armies? The League of Nations has a committee to study

armament limitation, but it is not receiving the slightest encourage-

ment in that direction from the great powers. The question is "up"

however, and the friends of humanity, peace and civilization will not

permit it to be thrust aside. That the world is thinking of armament

limitation is itself a notable moral gain. Lift the menace of huge

standing armies, and the question of federating Europe at once takes

a leap forward.

In the second place, there is the idea of establishing an absolutely

independent International Court of Justice for the civilized world.

Not a few, including Senator Borah and other American statesmen,

favor compulsory jurisdiction for such a court, though they would

rely on public opinion, rather than on force, for the carrying out

of the court's decisions. A Court implies a Code, and a Code of

law implies systematic collaboration in the development and improve-
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nient of such law. To bring thinkers and jurists together for such

high tasks is to encourage them to take large, unselfish, humane

views of national questions and to put humanity and civilization

above selfish and short-sighted notions. That in turn paves the

way for federation or union wherever possible and beneficial. "Out-

law war," is a new cry heard in the world. The men and women

who are determined to outlaw war are often guilty of confused

thinking, of putting the car before the horse ; but their voices are

raised in support of righteousness, and the more they ponder the

ways to the desired end, the more clearly will they perceive that war

cannot be arbitrarily "outlawed" by resolutions, but must be made

unnecessary, unprofitable and alien to men's thoughts by substitut-

ing community of interests for conflicts of interest. If the Ameri-

can colonies had remained divided, would any pious anti-war dec-

laration have saved them from fratricidal strife and commercial and

phvsical antagonisms? Europe should strive to remove or modify

the conditions which engender war. These conditions are largely

economic, but not exclusively such. There are political and psycho-

logical factors to be attended to by the friends of peace and civili-

zation.

The reference to economic causes of war brings us to the re-

markable reconstruction program of M. Caillaux, former premier

of France, in his book entitled, "Whither France? Whither Europe?"

As already indicated above, M. Caillaux, though a patriotic French-

man, has no hesitation about contemplating and favoring a United

States of Europe. Realizing, however, the number and variety of

post-war obstacles in the way of that ideal, he faces courageously

the immediate problems before impoverished and distracted Europe.

His plans for rehabilitation and pacification include the following

major items

:

The scaling down of all European public debts and the pooling

of the gold reserves of Europe : administration of the pooled

finances by a board of governors representing all the chief European

banks of issue ; reduction of armaments ; the formation of syndicates

under government control, with State participation in profits, to

stimulate and stabilize production, exchange of products and foreign

commerce ; the abolition of all tarifif barriers in Europe.

M. Caillaux, like other intelligent men, would not for a moment

suggest that internationalism means the efifacement of the subtler

and finer racial and national dififerences. An economic federation,

with political institutions to reflect and foster it, need not interfere

with the enthusiastic promotion of national literatures, national art.
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national musical tendencies, national social and religious institutions.

No Frenchman writes like a German, Englishman or Italian. No
German fails to appreciate the peculiar genius of the French—of

Moliere, for example, or of Balzac, or of Renan. A general Euro-

pean culture is compatible with the free and spontaneous develop-

ment of particular cultures expressive of deep and innate racial dif-

ferences. In the house of civilization there are many mansions, all

of them attractive and all legitimate. Federation for specific pur-

poses is not inconsonant with the widest and fullest local autonomy.

It is to be hoped, then, that the hopeful, progressive utterances

of the European liberals and progressives in favor of federation

and union will be echoed and re-echoed in a thousand circles and

from a thousand platforms. That way lies redemption and regen-

eration. That way lies resumption of w^orld progress without dan-

ger of another world catastrophe even more destructive than the

last one was of the very foundations and pillars of civilization.

Men of science, religious leaders, artists, reformers, imaginative

writers, journalists—and even statesmen of the nobler type—can

severally and in concert do much day by day to uphold and "people-

ize" the ideal of a United States of Europe, a federation of free

and great states dedicated to justice, to solidarity, to amity an.d to

human advancement.



THE MYSTERIES OF IMERKABAH

BY DUDLEY WRIGHT

THE 0]:)inion prevailing among many theologians and students

generally for very many years, and it is not unknown at the

present day, was that Judaism and Mysticism were antithetical

terms, and many modern students even w^ould ridicule the suggestion

that a society could exist in the center of the Jewish Church for the

study of the Mysteries of that faith. Yet Jewish IMysticism would

appear to be as old as the Jewish religion and some of the most

learned Rabbis, whose names are household words today in the

class-room of the seminary devoted their lives to the decipherment

of the sacred treasures engraven in symbolical language on the tab-

lets of the Law. Indeed, it may, without exaggeration, be averred

that it was their love for learning, their fame for wisdom, and their

reputation for sanctity, that acted as a vitalizing influence upon the

whole of the Jewish race. This is demonstrated by the danger which

threatened Judaism Avhen the great Moses IMaimonides, he of whom
it was said : "From Moses to Moses there was none like unto Moses,"

sought to make reason the final arbiter of the rightness or wrong-

ness of any Jewdsh dogma, weighing everything in the scales of

Aristotelianism ; and Maimonides, in his antagonism to Mysticism,

dissolved all mysteries into mere physics, ignoring the Rabbinical

warning against their disclosure. The highest form of living was

to be a life of intellectuality. Love for God was to be crowded out,

except as an intellectual exercise. Life was to be judged by its

outward observance of a code of laws and not by the manifestations

of the inward love w^hich would strive to overcome all difficulties

that might obstruct the path of the soul's way to God.

Throughout the ages there have existed annMig the Jews schools

of Mysticism, societies for the study and elucidation of the Mys-

teries, into which none but the initiated could gain admission, and

the knowledge which they acquired had to be kept within those
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sacred enclosures'. Such a school or society is believed to have

existed in the highest grade of the Essenes. Another was the lesser

known Society of the Merkabah, a Rabbinical school, the members

of which gained divine knowledge by direct contemplation. There

were grades of initiation and of sanctity, but among all of them the

Mysteries were referred to in the terms of the deepest reverence and

with bated breath.

The word Merkabah means "chariot" or "heavenly throne" and

the basis of the Mysteries is to be found in chapters i. and x. of the

Book of Ezekiel, in one of which the prophet saw JHVH riding

in the Throne-Chariot when leaving the doomed temple at Jerusa-

lem. Ezekiel's picture became a sacred mystery, known by the term

Merkabah. as early as the time of Ben Sira, and reference is made

to it in Ecclesiasticus xlix. 8.

The vision was held to be sacred because it was said that the

rightful interpretation would be the key to admission into the pres-

ence of the Holy One of Israel. Hence, the JMishna laid down the

rule (Hag. ii. 1) : "The Ma'aseh Merkabah should not be taught to

any one except he be wise and able to deduce knowledge through

wisdom (gnosis) of his own."

Merkabah was the mystic or hidden way leading up to the final

goal of the soul ; enabling the individual, while still in tlie envelope

of flesh, to ascend into the presence of the majesty of the Eternal.

Job beheld the throne of God and his daughters sang the doxol-

ogy of the Ma'aseh (Tesfaiuent of Job. vii. 39, and xi.). When his

daughters put on the girdles given to their father by God they sang

angelic hymns with the voices of angels and chanted angelic praises.

They spake in the dialect of the cherubim and sang the praises of

the cosmic powers.

The following story is related in the Mishna :

R. Eleazar ben 'Arak was riding on a mule behind R. Johanan

ben Zakkai, when he asked for the privilege of being initiated into

the secrets of the Merkabah. The great master demanded proofs of

his initiation into the gnosis, and when Eleazar began to tell what

he had learned thereof, R. Johanan immediately descended from the

mule and sat upon the rock. "Why, O master, dost thou descend

from the mule?" asked the disciple. "Can I remain mounted upon

the mule when the telling of the secrets of IMerkabah causes the

Shekinah to dwell with us and the angels to accompany us?" was

the answer. R. Eleazar continued and behold fire descended from

heaven, and an angel cried out : "Truly these are the secrets of the

Merkabah." Whereupon R. Johanan kissed Eleazar upon the fore-
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head, saying: "Blessed be thou O father Abraham that hast a de-

scendant Hke Eleazar ben 'Arak!" Subsequently, two other dis-

ciples of R. Johanan ben Zakkai walking together said to each other

:

"Let us also talk together about the Ma'aseh IMerkabah !" and no

sooner did R. Joshua begin speaking than a rainbow-like appearance

(Ezekiel i. 28) was seen upon the thick clouds which covered the

sky, and angels came to listen as men do to hear wedding music. On
hearing the things related by R. Joshua. R. Johanan ben Zakkai

blessed his disciples and said: "Blessed the eyes that beheld these

things ! Indeed, I saw myself in a dream together with you, seated

like the select ones (comp. Exodus xxiv. 11) upon Mount Sinai,

and I heard a heavenly voice saying: 'Enter the banquet hall and

take your seats with your disciples and disciples' disciples, among

the elect, the highest (third) class'."

Eleazar ben 'Arak lived in the first century of the Christian era

and was first among the disciples of R. Johanan ben Zakkai, who
was said to be acquainted with every conceivable branch of exoteric

and esoteric lore. He delighted his master with his wisdom and

penetration and the most extravagant encomiums were passed upon

him. It was said : "Were all the sages of Israel placed in one scale

and Eleazar ben 'Arak in the other he would outweigh them all."

His great master styled him the "Rising Well" or the "Gushing

Stream."

It was regarded as perilous to penetrate into the Mysteries of

Merkabah. No one was allowed to read and expound publicly the

first chapter of the Book of Ezekiel, because it dealt with the secrets

of God's throne and, although it is now included in the Jewish

Calendar of Lessons to be read on the second day of the Festival

of Pentecost, it was at one time excluded altogether from the Jewish

Lectionary, being regarded as too sacred even to be read aloud in

the Synagogue. Jerome says that it was forbidden even to be read

in secret by any Jew under the age of thirty years. Rabbi Ze'era,

who lived in the third century A.D., said that not even the first word

of the first chapter of Ezekiel might be divulged "unless it be to a

chief of the Beth Din or to one whose heart is tempered by age or

respectability." According to R. Ammi, the secret doctrine might

be entrusted only to one who possessed the five qualities enumerated

in Isaiah iii. 3, by which the Rabbis understood distinction in the

knowledge and practice of the Torah. Yet Schiller desired to learn

Hebrew solely that he might read the Book of Ezekiel in the original.

The study of the Merkabah was theosophy. To the initiated the

beings around the heavenly throne, the Hayot and the Ofannim,
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became animated and moved before their eyes. It is said that a

youth who studied the Hashmal (Ezekiel i. 27) was consumed by

the fire which sprang from it. On one occasion, Ben 'Azzai was

seated and meditating on the Torah when the people beheld a flame

encircling him. They went and told R. Akiba who approached Ben

Azzai saying: "Art thou studying the Mysteries of Merkabah?"

There is a mystical work attributed to Ishmael ben Elisha, en-

titled Hekalot Rabbati. It opens with praises of those found worthy

to see the Chariot-Throne. Nothing that happens or is about to

happen in the world is concealed from them. The Merkabah-riders

can distinguish between the riders and the wicked. The book con-

tains a description of the Chariot-Throne and the terrors which the

sight of it inspires so that myriads of angels who have it before

their eyes continually are sometimes seized with an ecstatic trem-

bling. It contains also an enumeration of the angels and gives the

formulae by which they may be invoked. There is a description of

the seven heavenly halls, each of which is guarded by eight angels.

The door of the seventh hall is guarded by terrible warriors with

drawn swords, w^hpse eyes send forth stars of fires, and from whose

mouths issue burning coal. The seeker of the mysterious Chariot-

Throne gains these Halls by the use of formulae or passwords which

have the virtue of compelling the angels to grant him admission. To
undertake the perilous ]\Ierkabah ride one must possess all the reli-

gious knowledge, observe all the commandments and precepts, and

fast frequently. To enter the state of ecstasy in which the Merkabah

ride is taken one must remain motionless with the head between his

knees, absorbed in contemplation, and murmuring prayers and

hymns. The closing chapters of the book contain hymns of praise

(each closing wnth the refrain "Thrice Holy"), a conversation be-

tween God, Israel, and the angels concerning the Mysteries, initia-

tion into w^hich confers instant wisdom and an explanation of the

Mysteries themselves, certain prayers and charms.

It seems undoubted from certain remarks scattered in Rabbinical

writings that there existed a sect or society in which the members de-

voted themselves entirely to the study of the Mysteries of the Mer-

kabah, but a remarkable feature is that the "Mysteries" rest on the

belief in the reality of the things seen in vision or, as it is generally

described, "in an ecstatic state," a condition brought about by con-

tinued ablutions, fasts, fervent invocations, incantations, and other

means. Those who enter upon the "Vision of the Merkabah" are

called Yorede Merkabah.
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In this connection. Dr. J. Abelson, in his work on Jcivish Mysti-

cism, says

:

A further development is seen in the theory that certain pious

men may temporarily ascend into the unseen, and, having seen and
learnt the deepest mysteries, may return to earth again. These were
the mystics who. by training themselves to a life of untarnished

holiness, were able to fit themselves for entering a state of ecstasy,

to behold visions and hear voices which brought them into direct

contact with the Divine Life. They were the students of the Mer-
kabah who, as a result of their peculiar physical and mental make-
up, were capable of reaching the goal of their quest. "There were
four men." says the Talmud (Haggigah, xiv., b) "who entered Par-

adise." They were R. Akiba (50-130 A.D.), Ben 'Azzai (2nd cen-

tury A.D.\ Ben Zoma (2nd century A.D.). and Elisha b. Abuyah
(end of first century and beginning of 2nd century A.D.).

They were believed to ascend to heaven in the chariot and there

in the dazzling light surrounding the Eternal penetrate the inner-

most secrets of all persons and things, which otherwise would re-

main impenetrable and invisible to them.

But dangers, even to the initiated, attend the journey and. in

order to guard himself against the terrible beings which will encom-

pass him, the Merkabah-rider must provide himself v.ii.ii amulets

or seals containing mysterious names and recite incessaplH certain

prescribed prayers. These malevolent spirits are held to be sym-

bolical of the temptations which beset the student of divine mys-

teries, but which can be overcome by prayer and incan:ation?. Dr.

Louis Ciinzsberg says in his article on "Ascension" in the 7cw/j7i

Encyclopaedia

:

These mystics were able, by various manipulations, to enter into

a state of autohypnosis. in which they declared they saw heaven

open before them, and beheld its mysteries. It was believed that

he only could undertake this Merkabah-ride. who was in possession

of all religious knowledge and was almost superhuman in the purity

of his life. This, however, was regarded usually as a matter of

theory ; and less perfect men also attempted by fasting and prayer,

to free their senses from the impressions of the outer Avorld and
succeeded in entering into a state of ecstasy in which they recounted

their heavenly visions.

Waiters are divided in opinion upon the question of the origin

of the Merkabah. Jellinek thinks that the conception sprang from

Persian suffism, while Bloch endeavored to trace it back to Arabic

mysticism, but Dr. Kaufmann Roller thinks that recent researches

concerning Mithra worship and the Mithra liturgy have thrown

altogether more light upon the subject. Mithra, tb-; heavenly chari-
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oteer, with his Quadriga, a chariot drawn by four horse:., was wor-

shipped in ancient Persia as the god of Light and regarded in early

Roman times as the prime mover of the world, wliirh was said to be

formed of our elements. Philo took the idea of the }vierkabali and

applied it to the Logos.

According to the Zohar, Mysteries were guarded secretly in the

hearts of those who possessed them and comminiicatcd secretly to

others, but what was known by one adept was not always familiar

to another. The written passages of Scripture had sometimes many

meanings, but invariably three, viz., (1) historical, corresponding to

the outer court of the temple; (2), moral, answeiin;.'; to the Holy

Place, and (3) Mystical, corresponding to the Most Holy Place.

Ezekiel is held by the Rabbis to have been less faithful than Moses,

for he divulged all the treasures of the King. Both the external

Law and the secret doctrine were revealed to Moses on Mount

Sinai. ]\Ioses transmitted the one to the nation at large, but com-

municated the other only to certain elders, by whom it was handed

on to other initiates. It is said that at the death of Aloses the sun

was eclipsed, for then the written law lost its splendor. At the time

of King David's death the light of the moon diminished and the

radiance of the oral law was tarnished. As a result discussions and

controversies began among the sages of the Mishna, so that joy in

the study of the Law ceased for all future generations. Then came

the wrangling of the various schools, the members of w'hich saw

only as in a glass, darkly.

Jonathan ben L^zziel, the most distinguished pupil of Hillel, is

said to have written a Targum to the Prophets to remove all im-

pediments to the understanding of Scripture, and this production is

said to have filled the whole land of Judaea with trembling and

awe, so that when he wanted to translate the Ketubim (the third

part of the Old Testament canon) a heavenly voice cried "Enough!

Thou hast reached the limit beyond which thou shouldest not go
!"

"He disclosed the Mysteries of God to the children of Israel" is the

explanation given by the Rabbis for this refusal. Another tradi-

tion says that as he sat interpreting the Torah. the fire that emanated

from his soul consumed every bird flying above his head, and this

is regarded as further testimony that the ancient Targum contained

Mysteries too holy for the uninitiated to know, or even to read. The

Rabbis held that all who inquired into the Mysteries of the Mer-

kabah without being divinely authorized w^ould die a sudden death.



FASCINATIONvS OF THE PATHETIC FALLACY

BY HARDIN T. MCCLELLAND

PRAGMATISM overrides the objection of many uninitiated scep-

tics that practically all our philosophies and religions take root

and flourish in the fertile soil of certain human formulae aiming to

show the composition of life and reality. These formulae are in-

variably the tokens of our mania for symbology, being made up from

the simple physical, intellectual, social and empirical facts and fan-

cies which throughout the historical course of civilization have be-

come exalted through anagoge and metonymy or realistically pro-

jected as characters of the external world through hypostasis and

predication. It offers too ready sanctions on mere conceivability,

affection and utility, and recoils too readily from the brusk intoler-

ables, antitheses and disjunctives of the inevitably non-human pur-

poses and procedures of Nature. This, apparently, is a function of

its pathetic fallacy, and like all man-made cosmic emotions and cos-

mic illusions, can never arouse a truly replical mind to name it

either defensible or valid in its realism.

A^arious as our individual world-conceptions are, the majority of

them still manage to share a common fault. This is that semi-weak-

ness of intellect which makes us susceptible to the subtle fascina-

tions of the pathetic fallacy. In the art criticism of the last half

century Walter Pater and the hedonists were among the abject bond-

servants of this fallacy, while Ruskin and the Pre-Raphaelites were

among its most astute and implacable adversaries. In the philosophy

also of the same period we find Prof. Clifford, Dr. Lewis and J. M.

Guyau emphasizing the affective nature of all phenomenon while

Diihring, Caird, Bradley and Bosanquet championed the reality of

the actual. The solipsism of personal ideals will always seem just

a little less competent and valid than the ivarm devotions of the

relativist and just a trifle less pretentious than the cold austerities of

the ineffable-absolutist.
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So few of us, alas, seem inclined to admit the superhuman and

often non-human element in external reality. It is an issue of per-

sonal honor and self-esteem with us to think that human nature is

always capable of sidestepping- the responsibility and indecorum of

such intellectual negligee. And the more we beguile our sense away
the less will we be really able to look each other in the face without

blushing or laughing sheepishly. For we would know that others

also knew the popular assumption of human nature's specious im-

portance in the cosmic scheme of things.

However, the pathetic fallacy is something of a craven practice

when followed as a short cut to philosophical procedure. It is, on

actual analysis, found to be not even a good irenical device nor a

successfully suave apologetic for less harmonious theories, for it is

detrimental to our nobler mental exercises and metaphysical specu-

lations. To be sure, it is a point of etiquet to gracefully admit that

our poor infirmities of mind are all too real and S3'mptomatic of a

probable philosophical incompetence. But everyone knows that

modesty as a policy in public is not the modesty of virtue in private

life. It is pride's sham of an otherwise humble treasure. Flamboy-

ant displays and dilettantic fascinations are still maintained in secret

relish, and the trenchant audacity of non-automorphic thought, as

v/ell as the naive savoir-faire of honest personal conduct, is held in

strict abevance.

The common symptoms of a vulgarian age are decadence,

mediocrity, materialism, extravagence, graft and selfish opportunism.

Its whole effect upon an innocent bystander is that of disorderly

conduct, servility, cunning, ochlocracy, hedonism and sprawling de-

bauchery of both public and private morals. This makes it doubly

difficult to find any honestly representative office-holder, any sin-

cerely constructive reformer, in fact, any agent of moral validity

signifying therapeutic heurisms in either the functions or the struc-

ture of a society suffering such a spiritual relapse. Modern civili-

zation is gradually ceasing to be a homogeneous compound of goods

and activities, aims and interests, cast in foreview of the old theo-

pathic, already-perfect spirituality. There is now but little actual

spirituality in it. It has, like chemists speak of radioactive com-
pounds, degenerated into the various elements of dross or inferior

quality often dignified under the name of instrumental functions or

pragmatic values. Its goods have become means in service of

ephemeral reputation and utility, not ends in token of eternal jus-

tice and integrity. It is only by way of an unavoidable apology that

v/e still feebly acknowledge that the end, our destiny, is spiritual
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development and realization, that everything we love or have or

aspire to do simply constitutes a scale of mediacy to that end.

The common symptoms of all golden ages, up until the time thev

begin to show ennui and recession, are progress, genius, spirituality,

thrift, integrity and altruistic social services. The efifect on casual

observers mav not be as profound or lasting as that upon a devoted

student, but it is usually a tone of sanction and support that echoes

througli whatever creed of genuine righteousness he may have had

the good fortune to bring with him to the scene of his observation.

He will have no cause to read into the context of his experience any

sense of rancor or regret, any deceit or ugliness, any degeneracy,

imperialism or shrewd exploit. Moral validity, in his view at least,

must have tokens of excellence, distinction and promise ; it must be

constituted on evidence from the external world of melioristic tend-

ency and altruistic co-operation, not pejorism and rhyomistic strife.

Anyone but a fool will see why ethical principles should not be repu-

diated only to assuage the rabid criticisms of the physiological natur-

alists who are so ready to exaggerate the hegemony of fitness over

qualities of worth and aspiration. The truly fittest never survive

in the slaughter-pens of a vulgarian world, no matter whether the

special industry be war or meat-packing.

If we have any moral qualities at all they are certainly those of

spiritual health, innocence, courage, probity, justice, sobriety and

benevolence before any consideration of disease, depravity, coward-

ice, corruption special privilege, hysteria, greed or other would-be

"necessary evils." This priority of value and consideration is the

only spontaneous ground for deciding who are the morally efficient

and who are the failures, the unfit. It is also the only defensible

fact from which to derive an argument (which should never be

weakly called an apologetic) for the quondam existence and minor-

ity power of moral validity in a vulgarian age. The honest decision

of whatever questions this argument may raise is the first necessity

of every political policy. The so-called open forum is a closed

felon's cell of solitude and despair if it is so falsely conducted as to

be in the least obstructive to the spiritual freedom of our heroic

ethical struggles through periods of moral transition. Forgiveness

and the non-resistance of evil bode well for those already above the

petty and barbaric State functions of organized force and punish-

ment, but they are moods cast in a sad plight when the popular mind

is swamped under a deluge of vulgarian propaganda and selfish

screeds of "success."
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Like its worldly predecessor Babylon, Rome is a symbol of sec-

ular power and State government in this world. They were the

most practical State perfections of their time. Their foundation

was pagan, however, and hence allowed no function higher than the

temporal nor any structure more durable than the secular. They

did nothing that aimed beyond political utility and achievements sig-

nificant of imperial power, but these are poor criteria of a State's

morality if they have no deeper design or sanction than mere re-

course to physical force and self-assertion. The classical opposition

between Christian and pagan morality, as it was brought to the in-

evitable arena of decisive combat in Rome, was really a conflict

between exalted ethical ideals and the selfishness of secular natur-

alism. A decisive departure crowned the growing exigency of

opinion and a pronounced change was made in political theory and

practice in the centuries immediately following the conquest of the

pagan world by the Christian, for the State had to temper its old

aristocratic monopolies and make a few concessions in the direction

of representative government, uniform taxation, reform of judicial

power, decentralized administration, etc. So that now we are accus-

tomed to look upon the State as, after all, not an end in itself like

the imperialist pagans believed, but a means to an end—the higher

end of social realizations of spirituality rather than of force and

vested authority.

The great moral conflict between the Roman Empire and proto-

Christianity was one between State adjudication and punishment of

sin, as a temporal and secular afl:'air on the one hand, and the spirit-

uality of Christ's compassion and remission of sin, as a divine dis-

pensation on the other. The secular order, realized as the State, is

founded on a code of duties calling for strict obedience and literal

interpretations of law, while the moral order, realized as an un-

worldly Utopia and (excepting various cultural items) fairly w^ell

represented in original Christianity and social welfare, is founded

on a more lenient survey of principles calling for spiritual inter-

pretations of law and an inward repudiation of sin. The former

relies on force and punishment to support its claims of prestige and

sovereignty, while the latter relies on the conscience and good will

of the individual to spontaneously follow the righteous path. The

man who is virtuous only through external restraint and lack of

favorable opportunity for committing sin is hardly one wdio would

(although he could, if he cJiose) become a Christian.

The modern callousness of conscience and the glibly ambiguous

rescripts of ancient moral texts to cover the personal finite interests
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of oiir wild individualism may well be called the new paganism

(Prof. James Seth), but they are far from being expressions of true

morality and at times do not even express as much concern for

duty and righteousness as did the pagan creeds. Our age is a com-

plex of luxury and enlightenment showing occasional symptoms of

want and woe. It is fast becoming an intricate maze of borderland

morality where any clever modern soul could easily evade the forty-

two avenging nemeses which assisted Osiris to pass just judgment

on the deceased to see if his virtue was above partaking of the forty-

two varieties of sin listed in the Per-Em-Rhu, or so-called "Book

of the Dead." One glaring defect of the modern age is that we are

growing unnecessarily superficial, frightfully hedonistic, and tragic-

ally selfish. And any prophetic moralist can readily see the whole

itinerary of our mad descent to hell. Extravagant livery and high-

salaried trumpeters cannot deceive the seer of truth.

Generally, our inner lives are but so many spheres of influence

mandatory to our intellectual, volitional and emotional functions.

Even the formative period from ovum-conception through birth to

adolescence, while not so purposive as the period from adolescence

to maturity, is largely a loom on which we weave an individual

fabric of more or less intelligent design from the woof of intellectual

power and the warp of emotional bias. It is during this period,

requiring constant guiding and worthy example, that spiritual direc-

tion is decided, whether thought and affection or ignorance and

malevolence shall drive forth in ascendent control. Let us see what

makes man's thoughts and feelings sometimes normal and construc-

tive, sometimes deficient and destructive. Let us see why we have

such weakness of character, such decadence of ideals, that the com-

mon expression of popular foible run in the modern phrase of slang,

jazz, materialism, graft, political flapdoodle, social flapperism, boot-

leg morality and risque literature.

It is not yet clearly established just what causes some of us to

be intelligent and good, while others are foolish and mischievous.

But it does seem that all of us very early begin to show our choices

and aims, propensities and desires. Children are hardly out of the

cradle before they begin to reveal whether their lives are to be

guided by cunning, selfishness and frivolity or by honesty, generosity

and seriousness. Invariably we may find among adults an habitual

development and incrustation of those early defects or fine points

of character which marked their first efiforts to talk, walk, eat or

play. Whatever culture is accomplished afterward or otherwise is

but a refinement and polish more or less externally applied to the

i
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inherited and hence innate tendency. For this reason we can also

invariably find throughout the whole period practically of a person's

life that the emotional or volitional functions of affection and aver-

sion are anterior to any intellectual or cultural functions such as

are supposedly decisive in the daily manifestations of wisdom or

folly, virtue or vice, generosity or selfishness, spirituality or mate-

rialism.

These are the lines of force thrown out from the opposite poles

of innate emotional tendency, one acquisitive and the other inhib-

itory. All our fine points of moral stimulation are decided by affec-

tion, exemplified in love and friendship ; all our clumsy items of

conflict and repression are decided by aversion, exemplified in pes-

simism, misanthropy, war and hatred ; while all our principal func-

tions of thought and feeling are good or bad, generous or selfish,

wise or foolish in the exact proportion that our spiritual threshold

is high or low, critical or ignorant, discriminating or promiscuous.

The sphere of moral discrimination and practice does not take

shape until many adverse experiences have taught us the illusion of

folly and the utter futility of all wickedness. Good sense and virtu-

ous conduct are phoenix-born from the dead ashes of corrected

error and conquered sin. But even in the face of all the everlasting

efforts of Nature and adverse experience to make us see the right-

eous way, many of us are too obstinate or myopic to reform. Folly,

then, as an expression of negative morality, has a certain peculiarly

human way of persisting ; it has a considerable degree of ethical

inertia which makes it difficult to overcome when we try to subdue

it individually. But those whose threshold is not too artificially

high to admit the benevolent uses of adversity soon learn the mean-

ing of life and are accordingly more apt to relish righteousness,

spontaneously seeking reform and improvement at least upon them-

selves. In either case, as things now stand, intelligence has fasci-

nations for the sage quite as readily and as often as folly fascinates

the fool. The wise man is like a careful Frithiof weighing all sides

of a question in an honest search for truth, virtue and harmony ; but

the fool is like a reckless Fortunatus whose inexhaustible purse and

insatiable wishing cap invite nought but trouble, anxiety and disaster.

Our tw^o simplest elements being intellect and emotion, every

spiritual function is built up from thought and feeling, and every

practical function is based upon whether we are intelligent and bal-

anced or foolish and hysterical. Complexities of both phases are

often presented, but just about as often they are largely to be found

arising from accelerations rather than from differentiations of the
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simpler proportions. The inner status being either good or bad

in the sense of being either normal or defective (including abnor-

mal) in either the single or total parts of our nature. Thus we know

that a functional disturbance of either the intellectual or emotional

phases of our nature may take place without seriously affecting the

other ; often favorably reflecting upon it instead. While a com-

pound disturbance of both phases simultaneously may serve to

break down more or less permanently the normal person's power of

mind and character, it is usually found that one or the other has a

slight margin of vitality and recuperative power, and hence will

become the ascendent phase.

I believe, however, that we do not see as much mental or intel-

lectual deficiency as Ave do emotional or psychopathic deficiency,

although any victim of insanity or hysteria is usually found also

morally delinquent owing to defects of both intellect and emotion,

conscience and volition. Mob violence always depends upon emo-

tional excitement more than upon intellectual weakness, although

the latter is an equally culpable accessory to the irresponsible action.

Disturbances of super-activity, as in the uncontrolled excitement of

war hysteria, riots and revolutions, usually outnumber those owing

to lethargy, subnormality or atrophied formation. If a person is

cold and proud and austere the spiritual threshold of his intellect is

not necessarily high, but the threshold of his emotion is surely to

be found exclusive and egocentric. While if he is hyper-emotional

and violent it indicates a low threshold too promiscuous in affective

tendency, but often an intellectual threshold too high for the entrance

of either self-examination or external efforts at control.

Both are blind bondservants and dolorous devotees to the insid-

ious fascinations of folly. They seem never to discern that it is

their own intellectual and emotional delinquency which is the label

of their defect. Sages of contentment alone seem capable of seeing

that it is the mania for worldly interests, acquisition of wealth and

power, luxury and parasite extravagance which marks every vul-

garian age and smothers every spiritual force which aspires to

nobler things than the merely industrial and the class materialism

of ephemeral private gain. P.ut the foolish never seem to see nor

care why the fine arts and occult verities of man's truer civilization

are always lost in the jungle life of modern messeantry where all is

shallow artifice and transitory utility. If a fool does not see in the

recent vulgarian debacle in our literary professionalism how thor-

oughly demoralized both the market of demand and the studios of

supply (not to mention the decadence of journals supplying that
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demand) have become, how can we expect him to rehsh the recon-

structive analysis of the eternal conflict between environment and

character that is presented in Prof. Hocking's volume on Human
Nature and Its Remaking f He cannot simply because he is fasci-

nated by things far less exalted than self-development. He is a

vulgarian and doesn't know it.

Much ado has been made over Plato's conception of the human
soul as a composite image of a many-headed monster, lion and man
which metamorphoses through all the gamut of moral possibility.

The soul has a rational and eternal element which should be kept

pure and superior to the constituent passional and animal elements

if there is to be any wisdom or righteousness in the person's life.

But if, as with the majority of us, these elements are in violent

and aimless conflict, it is of vital importance to our spiritual welfare

that we seek to harmonize them and put them in their proper order

of authority and relative influence. Moral progress in public life,

like the spiritual development of wisdom and virtue in the private

conduct of individuals, is just such a harmony and unification of

our psychic, intellectual and physical functions. Fichte's monistic

morality is really the background giving sanction and support to all

the plural manifestations of the Good, even though Prof. Dewey's

social morality appears only in the arena where discipline and inter-

est are in constant conflict. There is no moral necessity that all

our personal interests and disciplines should be the same, but it -is

both morally and philosophically desirable to claim efiicacy for those

viewpoints which see the essential oneness and ideal brotherhood of

all humanity.

n. Practical Application

Figurative Foreword) : The highway engineers were building

a road from Natal to Thanatos, and had already cut through many

gravel banks, made various fills and bridged occasional streams. But

now they had come to a rugged hillside round which, to keep the

specified grade, they needs must cut sufficient ledge for traffic.

Above were many shattered cliffs and great nomad boulders pre-

cariously placed which threatened the safety of construction and

of subsequent travel. No one would attempt to scale the hazard-

ous walls, and the work seemed to be in for an unavoidable delay.

But one day, a small boy throwing stones gave an initial downward

roll to an avalanche which swept away all danger and made foun-

dation for a sturdy rampart on the curve.
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Thus has a natural hazard overcome where artificial means had

failed. But all the travellers who came that way took credit from

the boy and gave it to the highway engineers.

The recent rapprochement between science and religion in the

western w^orld had one leading feature that does not seem to have

been sufficiently analyzed and api)reciated. This feature was the

question of moral validity in an age admittedly prosperous and pro-

gressive in science, but one fast losing grip on all but the more vul-

gar aspects of religion and morality. It also was a question pre-

senting other problems whose arguments in hope of reaching a solu-

tion helped to prove why it is very important that we accustom our

ears to notice the tendency of current affairs and opinions, even

when these are devoted largely to the ephemeral and utilitarian issues

of livelihood and conduct.

Many elements make up every movement for better or for worse.

The one under present discussion was not only brought on pri-

marily by the idealistic revolt against materialism or the philosophi-

cal assault on humanism and its anthropomorphic pantheons ; but

there were the revival of original moral codes, the revaluation of

the humanities in a new aesthetic interpretation, the non-human

departure in logistics, not to mention the occasional diverting squab-

bles over archeological finds, spiritism, ethical culture, 'revised eco-

nomic distribution, and the rationalia of various vitalisms which

indirectly affected the final outcome. Even purifiers of language

crowded under the universal halo which for a time hallowed all the

listening air, for those of us who w^ere within verbal reach of even

the outer circle can still remember that the atmosphere was not all

pleasant smoke wreaths and pachak. With Delia Cruscan scruples

and devout demean the purist always worships mere verbal chastity

and fights eristically against the crass vernacular of both written

and unwritten laws. It makes no difference whether he be linguist,

moralist, or philosopher. Thus, later on, we can recall that there

were some few attempts at sublimating the question into terms of

truth and aspiration, but the vulgarian predicates, like Banquo's

murder, would out, and the vortex of controversy only served the

more readily to whirl them toward the outer rim of disbelief.

More recently, however, religious faith has fortunately had the

good sense and open-mindedness to take science into its cloistral

embrace. They are simply the twin daughters of man's spiritual

progress anyway, so why not accommodate their mutual need, the

one to anagogize and inspire, and the other to lend dignity and veri-

fication to our hopes, our dreams and aims. Creeds and customs of
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temporary restraint are useful for the day which gives them birth,

but they are merely insects of the season's pool compared with those

eternal verities of man's transfiguration known as sincerity, faith,

meekness, compassion, generosity, justice, and everlasting integrity.

These are the keywords to life's supreme majestic code, and those

who know them as most intimately active in the daily speech of

thought and conduct also know the magic sesame of love and health

and endless benediction.

The way we think and conduct ourselves, then, is always the

expression of our individual religious faith ; it always reveals with

unmistakable significance and accuracy whether we are selfish or

generous, thrifty or extravagant, devout or blasphemous, intelligent

or foolish, reliable or fickle. Thus, if we believe that money is the

pivot of life, then all our hopes and plans will revolve about that

finite point. If we look only to the favor of worldly circumstance

for our private safety, then our religious devotion will be vacillat-

ing and opportunistic, and we will entertain the expedient policy

that our material possessions or influence will give us preferment.

But if we pin our faith to Deities beyond the petty creeds and

canons of this world, to a Destiny non-humanly prescribed, and to

a code of values impersonal and unselfish, our conduct and our mode
of thinking will by natural consequence become straightforward

and devout, erect and free, humble and unworldly., noble and secure.

No one, however, can escape the inevitable choice, the mortal as

well as moral eithcr-or of virtue and degeneracy, refinement and

vulgarity, for here and now is the grand arena of life already sur-

rounding us, where moral (if not mortal) con-jbats between saints

and rascals are perennially being waged, where philosophers and

fools joust to a finish, and where courage and decision are not in

opposition to the good and true.

Moral validity, when it really obtains as an actual credential of

human conduct, has nothing in common with any modern version

of Kulturkampf, nor does it feel any pang of prudery in foreview

of a thorough examination. It has too well-founded a faith in things

eternal to weakly submit to the raucous belligerence of ephemeral

cultures of finite interest. And above all, especially in its latest

role as arbiter of what is now popular in art, literature and other

minutiae of irrelevance, does it dispense with all the mystic formulae

of Kaaba lore, pedantic allusion, Byzantian cipher-writing, futurism

as well as the passe, for it has sanction and support in conceptions

more eternal than the Gnostic Demiurgos of demure creation and

ecstatic agency. Right and good and truth have birthright in Reality.
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A good man is devout and virtuous because it is right so to be, not

because he has mercenary palms that itch to grasp rewards here-

after. A wise man is intelligent and observant of propriety because

these are the tokens of integrity, not because he fears the loss of

some ephemeral prestige through incompetence or folly, and surely

not because of mere utility.

Our vulgar world has vast delinquency in aim and bows in

creve-coeur worship of contentious gain. Our slickest knaves are

mimics of devout concern, and outgrieve all those nouveanx riches

of "a certain vaunted Democracy" who were surprised to find that

mystic sex distinctions have been made in the accurate geometrical

construction of the Sardinian Nuraghi. If they had only looked up

prehistoric totemism in "The Golden Bough," all the stormy atmos-

phere of phallic worship connected with those old truncated monu-

ments would have been clarified and quieted. Rut they seem never

to realize that any age is vulgarian only by dint of moral defect,

and becomes delinquent from the moral norm simply through in-

capacity for aspiration and nobility of action.

Morality is rendered attractive and convincing when it is roman-

tic and emotional, when it emerges as a simple spontaneity of good

will and rectitude, not when it is scientific, intellectual or expedient.

Shrewd righteousness is subject to suspicion because it is adroit and

calculated, while through true rectitude and benevolence we show

our conduct to be credibly sincere because it is innate, carefree and

has a generous naivete bordering on the purity of innocence. The

Golden Hammer told us long ago that "a man should he upright, not

merely be kept erect by penalty of law."

The personal element, then, is the crux of the situation, showing

that the validity of virtue and the adequacy of moral decision de-

pend solely upon our inner nobility of character ; never upon the

popular expediency or prestige derived from external circumstances.

There is a public morality, to be sure, but it is held accountable for

what it does just the same as individual conduct—in fact, it is but

a pluralism of individual responsibility and conduct. The same

deeds are no more righteous nor any less culpable in public life than

in private ; nations have identical relations to observe and identical

obligations to meet as individuals have. Even in the vulgarian world

outside the spiritual hermitage of our nobler aspirations (a world

which is periodically shrouded and smothered under its vast but

illusory repertoire of greed and w^ar, clever artifice and stupid delu-

sion) clear-seeing men find that the eternal verities still hold supreme

and without respect of persons still decide our fate upon this mun-
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dane orb. It is by process of inexorable law that we suffer for our

transgressions and find happiness only when we really deserve it.

The laws of God and Cosmos must be abided by and reverenced

in order to be known ; and folks of feeble faith or faculty shall soon

meet judgment and regret their incapacity. There is no modern

problem of the classical sociology which drev/ sharp lines marking

ofif the rights and relations of mettni et tunvn ; it is a proven fact

that practically everyone preaches brotherhood aloud, but privately

holds to the Hannibal code of Soc et Tnnin instead. Every situa-

tion, however, has its own peculiar make-up and opposing elements,

its caracteres donnees of good and bad. heroic and villainous, noble

and vulgar. A woman may be as amatory as a Lesbian gynophile,

and yet be not beyond emotional redemption. A man may be at-

tracted by the obscene suggestiveness of the Rathayatra festival of

the Juggernaut procession, and yet soon realize that his response is

altogether foreign to the pure Krishnaic sublimations of religious

feeling.

Our own great edifice of Christian love and forgiveness is by

no means as yet a universal passion of the soul, for its simple faith

is often set aside in the western world, making way for the dark

dugouts and isolated igloos of an uncouth savagery. We cannot

sometimes see that our fulsome pride of mind is quite inadequate

to secure the pledge of aid from any lesser vicary than that of

Calvary, for the briefest manifestation of God's laws and love is

often more phenomenal and inexplicable than St. Elmo's swift fire-

ship whose weird illuminations awe the seamen round New Bruns-

wick's bleak sandbanks. Many of our finite and ephemeral inter-

ests would be cast aside were we once deliberately to take action on

that famous maxim of Plotinus that "The Cosmos shall endure when

man and all his works have passed away."

But two millenniums of specious progress have made us self-cen-

tered and restless, hedonistic and superficial. Devotees of Polyanna

might call the Russian novelism of Duma days banal and depress-

ing, but Ibsenists and scenarians of the ivory-tower school would call

it tame and liken it to the English stage refections of pre-war aris-

tocracy or the reconstructive art rechauffes of the post-war Drama

League. Nevertheless, there is still a growing interest, untempered

by the adverse propaganda of capitalism against Bolshevism, in

learning how plain-spoken were Gorky and Dostoievsky w'hen they

analyzed the crimes of society in all its violence and debauchery, or

with what naive technique Tolstoi and Turgenev were self-critical

and offered long mystic prayers on the vitality of religion as a salv-
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age from death's weird purgatory. It is not commonly known that

the sorrowing but courageous reahsm which Turgenev adapted to

modern life was long ago anticipated and given dramatic expression

by Sophocles, the sombre soul of Delphos unabashed. But it is

lately becoming know-n that Gorky's revolt against modern Russian

"cultures of cruelty," decrying the innate and diabolical finesse to

which they have reduced their brutality and agreeing in substance

with the historical pejorism voiced by the anonymous author of the

book entitled, "Progress as the Evolution of Cruelty," well illustrates

why Christian morality in Russia, no more the romantic 19th cen-

tury hero-worship of literary moujiks and simple-minded villagers,

is now so implacably opposed to everything classical and "high-

minded," having sympathy only for whatever is consistent with deca-

dence and proletarian mediocrity. No wonder Russia is fast falling

into a sensual naturalistic morality.

This literary unrest and agitation served to prepare the Intelli-

gentsia for the fatal blood initiations of 1905 and 1917 when the

under-dogs, Narodniki, took a hand in political dispositions. It also

encouraged rather than temporized the ruthless Russian revolt whicli

w^as later directed against French musical impressionism and Amer-

ican emotionalism (not to mention capitalism), a revolt showing

well to the fore in the compositions of Rimsky-Korsakov and in

Prokoviefif even more so than in his teacher Stravinsky. Here we
have but a series of musical reincarnations of the subtle anagoge put

upon material themes by the anarchist trio of romantic, realistic and

naturalistic expression. It was still hardly less violent and morally

subversive than anything that ever appeared in Russian literature,

with the possible exception of Belinsky, Tyuchef, Tolstoi and a few

other philosophers.

Even today in the coal fields and railroad centers of our own
progressive ( ?) America the same old Czaristic pogroms of foul

lechery and base treachery overrule men's social spirit and seem

never capable of seeing that every Frankenstein industrialism

usually found forcing its way cruelly through countries already

grown corrupt, already rendered weak and helpless and hysterical

through poverty and folly which are invariably brought on by a false

and unjust economic distribution—Such a treacherous industrialism,

I will say, always captures the eye of the vulgar and snares the

feeble-minded and unwary. Material luxury and political extrava-

gance become the rule, and before the mad procession has continued

for long the imperial wizards of life's economic bourse are threat-

ened by their own body-guards, and the under-dogs begin to plot
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doulocracy. From within the surroundings of such problematic con-

ditions as mark our modern life it is only with the utmost faith,

demanding that we overlook many things that must have led Tagore

to announce his high expectations of American culture and spiritual

strength, that we can prophesy a pleasant or progressive future.

The bribed efforts and monetary inspiration of modern poets,

who have just enough genius to make their verse piquant and tanta-

lizing, lend but little spiritual background to their poetic perspective

and ultimately show cause why they perform but meagre function

in support or furtherance of human culture. For this reason many

geniuses, otherwise so promising, have been swallowed up and lost

in the fatal maelstrom of mercenary motive. They are apparently

completely estranged from the romantic simplicity and exotic charm

of happy-sorrow voiced by the Chinese poets Po Chu-I, Li T'ai Po

and Tao Yuan-Ming who used their sloe-wash brushes to symbolize

the grief of genius under the disillusionment of worldly life. And
those other erratic if not erotic thinkers who light their torches with

the midnight flame of Greenwich love and keep them burning only

in the damp uncanny gloom of luxury, dissipation and sexual excite-

ment—these will never share the genius that was Arthur Rimbaud's

in his librist Illuminations or that which Wordsworth revealed in a

great Prelude that was really the epilogue to a long and clean life's

philosophical Excursion.

The soft amenities of modern art are scarce indeed compared

with the stern recitals of requirement offered suavely enough by

the publicans of taste but gruffly demanded by the importuning pot-

boilers of decadence and shrewd spoliation. If we could only harken

to the amiable notes of anecdote and satire in documents so diverse

as Sir John Lubbuck's "Use of Life," Saint-Saen's "Musical ]\Iem-

ories" (sic semper Rossini et Victor Hugo), and Mark Twain's

unpublished sociological diatribe "3000 Years among the Microbes"

(with apologies to Ambrose Bierce and St. George the Fabian) I

am sure the greater part of our modern vendomaniac literature could

be left unread if not censored off the market.

The venturesome postichee who simply revels in whatever sham

makes up the current fad is not fit company for youthful minds and

even casts a cloud of discontent round those supposedly more sober.

I canot help wondering what a cruel mischief was set upon the

world when Pandora opened up her box of cares and woes. What
a miserable text of sham and shibboleth we find was foisted upon

the world's half-blind attention as we now look back upon the

murky days five years ago when the very flower of America's young
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manhood was so quickly whirled into the maelstrom of war. We
now remember with clearer vision that even those who were just

coming of age were soon conscribed and, like the helpless IIollus-

chickie of modern industrialism, were considered fat and fit for

slaughter. The worst feature of the tragedy was not that they were

killed or made to suffer, but the savage fact that their hides were

taken to warm the body plutocratic

!

Even though we do live in a fickle and vulgarian age, it is not

ours to basely yield when potentates of food and water frown ; it

is not ours to feebly bow in weak submission upon the crooked mat

of economic tyranny. It is not our concern wdien crafty statesmen

take their coveted spoils wathout resort to force of armament. Were
we to hold ourselves in leash, instead of letting clever knaves incite

our wrath or play upon our selfish creed of gain, a goodly measure

of the world's conflicting efforts would be made more useful and

contented. Taken apart from what their peoples think or say, two

statesmen wrangling over territory or commercial rights remind me
of the cheap comedy of two chesty "cullud iemmun" who were

once overheard unmercifully flyting each other with all the blus-

tering Billingsgate of shipyard Scotchmen. But they never came to

blows while left alone, and might have been "argufying" yet if some

policemen had not made it imperative that they adjourn their typi-

cally diplomatic meeting.

Any person with a mind for rational experience knows how dif-

ficult it is to make practical application of moral texts to the conduct

of life, not only public but even in the privacy of his own motives

and activities. A certain idealism and discipline are ahvays required

besides mere interest in social w^elfare. The realization of our Chris-

tan faith in actual Christian work and achievement is all that will

validate and prove our morality genuine. One result at least being

that in the end of all our efforts at composing this often seemingly

incorrigible world, if we are honest seekers after truly philosophical

values in science, religion, art, ethics and government, we will always

recognize why Galtier outshines Bergson, why Croce is more endur-

ing than Sofifici ; we will observe how easily Bosanquet draws carle-

cues of phosphorus around deserted Wells, while William James is

looked up to as being more the exemplar of America's practical

idealism than either the Good Gray Poet or Concord's Magic Flute!



COMMUNISM

BY SMITH W. CARPENTER

THOSE of US who remember back to pre-war days may recall

the time when Communism had a faint aroma of Heaven. It

v/as the life lead by the apostolic Christians, and the final coming

of Christ would be heralded by a millennial period that could be

cast in no other mould. While it was a visionary, impracticable,

impossible sort of life, totally unsuited to human nature ; still it was
imaginable, and seemed to lead up naturally to a contemplation of

celestial things. Now communism is something malign and hellish.

Of course, the change has been wrought by the Russian experiment,

but how and why?

If you will recall old memories, socialism did not enjoy the

beatific connotation of communism
;
yet the ultimate ideals of each

were so nearly identical that it would not pay to distinguish them.

Socialism is a program for achieving communism. Socialism em-

phasizes the immediate things to do ; in other words it translates

communism from the academic to the practical, and thus interferes

with the political status ; hence socialism was anathema ; it could

not be otherwise. Bolshevism is extreme Marxian Socialism, but

its aim is that of all socialism, to set up communism. That we should

center our rage, in this later day, upon bolshevism and communism
is natural, but it is unjust to socialism.

We are inconsistent too in venting our wrath against communism,
for there is no communism in Russia. What Russia is sufi'ering

from is an unintelligent and unsuccessful attempt to set up com-
munism. Russia is in the hands of a small group of Marxian
fanatics, men who are personally honest and capable—according to

any save the highest standards—but men whom we should rather

compare with monks than with statesmen. Review your Hypatia
with a view of comparing Lenine and his followers with Cyril and
his mob. The repression of the Czarist regime shut ofif independ-
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ent thinkers from a normal development of their powers ; it shut

them into obscure corners where they met only their o\vn kind.

Stewing there in their own broth, without perspective, and without

an opportunity to get a line on their own philosophy through even

its most elementary application to actual conditions, they developed

all of bitterness there was in it. Such environment must necessarily

have evolved a psychology akin to that which renunciation of the

world, meditation, and introspection evolved in the monks that

thronged the ruins along the Nile. As the teachings of Christ were

to them, so were the teachings of Marx to the monks of socialism.

To the latter, however, we must accord the greater consistency;

their program bears no such angle of departure from the teachings

of their master as did the program of Cyril. Hence, the condemna-

tion which their results merit is justly visited upon IMarxianism,

while the Christians of Alexandria must personally bear their own.

Under our distinguishment it was communism rather than social-

ism that Spencer had in mmd when he gave warning that it would

be the world's destiny. The Russian experiment does not prove

Spencer wrong, but it should relieve any apprehension lest socialism

be the path of destiny. Spencer's theory was that communism

marks an evolutionary epoch tow-ard which nature is driving us. If

that be true then assuredly there is another way of achieving it

;

nature's processes are buttressed too strongly for the failure of a

bunch of "sooners" to cut any figure in results. Besides, nature is

not accustomed to be aided, let alone to be guided by the wisdom

of man. If it be written in the Book of Fate that this old world

is to be run on a communistic basis, no Bolshevik blundering will

turn us back. Let us then consider what other paths may lead to

that same objective,—but first, what is that objective?

Whatever else the communistic state may be, it is big business

raised to the nth power. In the thing of our dreams there is a com-

plete identification of self and state ; so that with no abatement of

self interest everybody, in simple good faith, diligently works for

the common weal, knowing that everybody else is so working, and

that the distributive share of each will therefore be much greater

than the average could possibly achieve working for himself. We
would liken it to a great trust, perfectly organized, perfectly con-

troled, with the human element fully co-ordinated ; so that every

operative is rendering close to one hundred per cent efficiency. The

communistic state is so stupendous that probably nobody can fully

visualize it. Our own government is so enormous that one of our

best-sellers is a story of Uncle Sam at work—a plain, unexaggerated
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tale of our governmental machinery that proves more thrilHng than

a novel. Yet, that is capitalistic government, and, according to Bol-

shevik tell, the most reactionary and individualistic of all the great

governments of the earth.

Far as we are from the communistic state, our governmental

machinery is so complicated that it could not exist were it not for

what government has learned from big business. That the govern-

ment is a dull scholar, and has not profited as it might from the

business example, is not material ; big business it is that has made

big government possible. Now the thing that we are talking about,

the communistic state, is big government developed and perfected

to its ultimate. Is it then not fair to infer that the same masters and

the same principles that developed the big state out of the little state

are our best recourse in carrying on that work to its ultimate perfec-

tion? Remember that what we are now we are by virtue of busi-

ness, little and big. There is no generic distinction between little

business and big business. Between the business conducted by the child

that sells to its mother the eggs of their one hen, and the business

of the biggest trust that the sun shines upon is only a varietal vari-

ation, spanned by a chain of business evolution whose adjacent

links differ only microscopically. To look forward w^e doubt not

that business will continue that same natural course throughout its

entire journey toward ultimate perfection. Government too has

progressed from the infinitely small to its present greatness by a

chain of microscopic variation. Is it fair to assume that we are

at the end of that chain? Is there not, on the other hand, every

fair inference of nature's design that we should continue as we
are, going on and on indefinitely toward, even though doomed never

to achieve, ultimate perfection in the comm^unistic state?

Such is the history of big business, and such is the history of

big government. If there be an end it is away over the horizon,

far beyond our ken. Every expert in every line of business man-

agement will assure you that we are but taking our first steps in

scientific organization. They will tell you that it is surprising that

half our business can run at all, so crude are its methods. If you

inquire about government business, they will swear—language can

not declare its shortcomings
;
yet the efficiency of public business

has been tremendously increased in the past two decades ; never has

there been a time that so justified optimism as the present. All of

this progress and infinitely more is comprehended within the com-

munistic state of our dreams
;
yet all of that was but a part of what

the fanatics of Bolshevism undertook to accomplish at a stroke, in
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defiance of natural law, and with the most backward race of Europe.

It is hard to reconcile such a hum-drum capitalistic objective as

the perfecting of the petty details of business administration, with

the bright phantasmagora of our dreams. Why, all of that was to

arise out of noble emotions! If you will conduct a little research

on the subject of noble emotions in the business world, you will find

them rather uniformly about two jumps ahead of the sheriff. Indeed,

emotions of any kind are totally out of place on the business plane.

Whatever doubts our Reverend brothers may have of the law of the

survival of the fittest, they have got to admit that it works in

business. The life of business is profits : not any business organ-

ization can possibly survive unless it yields profits. Emotional moti-

vation disregards profits, and is therefore unfitted to survive.

The only motive that is worth a whoop in the business world is

intelligent self-interest. Intelligent self-interest differs from that

self-interest which we do not dignify with an adjective, in the qual-

ity of long-headedness. Selfishness is short-sighted and grasping;

it clutches the immediate dollar and is willing to surrender no part

of it. Intelligent self-interest asks for but a fractional penny out

of each dollar, but it asks for it out of all the dollars there are. To
further that end it is ready to render the greatest possible amount of

service in return. Thus, intelligent self-interest, when it is suffi-

ciently intelligent, achieves a result, regularly and as a part of a set-

tled business policy, much the same as that aimed at by noble

emotion.

The business of business is the perfecting of its own processes.

As they are perfected, waste is eliminated, risks are reduced, and

reserves pile up. A business so conducted can not help but grow.

One of the big wastes, probably the biggest, occurs in the human
element. Right now a business is doing well that gets more than

sixty per cent efficiency out of its employees. The great work of

the business executive is to release that other forty per cent of

human energy. It is now definitely known that it can not be taken

by force, it can only be coaxed out of men. That means that oper-

atives must find joy in their work ; they must have an adequate bene-

ficial interest in it. and feel for their job all the keen interest of one

who owns his own business. That is one of the results that Lenine

endeavored to achieve out of hand ; it is an essential part of the com-

munistic state, but it is also the hard condition that capitalism is

now wrestling with. Capitalism has no universal solvent, but it is

nibbling at it, and little by little it is getting away with it.
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The trust has come to stay ; it is a necessity ; it is one of the

things that makes America glorious. Were our trusts all busted

we would rank as a second or third class power. Our trusts have

chiefly spread out horizontally, following the ramifications of a

single business. But another principle is at work : it is found neces-

sary to follow materials back to the mine, the forest, and the soil

;

to own them from the source, and to perform all the mesne opera-

tions essential to fit them for the central purpose of the trust. It

is also found necessary to further manufacture or refine its own

products, fitting them for the use of the ultimate consumer. There

is no limit to this sort of expansion ; transportation must be con-

troled or co-ordinated, and so too must banking. Although the

proudest development of business organization is a pigmy in com-

parison with the communistic state, it is surely big enough to give

us the line, to point the direction of our progress.

Yes, I admit that there is something a bit sinister about this

swallowing up of little business by big ; something mighty ominous

in the power that such a combination gives to a few, but the longer

you study it the more apparent it becomes that Nature looked ahead

and provided against all of that. The inseparable condition of

growth is service. The word of the Master has been heard by the

corporation: "He that would be great among you, let him be the

servant of all." The ultimate of greatness can be achieved only by

a service that will include, the equitable distribution of the benefits

of industry between labor, capital, and consumer. You can not

make it too strong: in just that ratio in which service is rendered

does growth become possible. Combination is the law of progress

;

the reactionary is he who would return to old competitive methods.

I do not revile the reactionaries—for the most part mislabeled pro-

gressives—for their trust-busting pleasantries have but served as a

brake. We are going strong ; better limit the speed than go in the

ditch.

But, says one, the communistic state is a proletarian institution.

No ; it is not. The communistic state, if there is ever to be one,

will be no class institution ; it will be for everybody ; it will be a

gradual achievement, the product of the best there is of our com-

bined genius. Furthermore, it will be worked out under the laws

of human nature as they exist at the time, not according to the

notions of them who pose as wiser than God himself ; and that

means that unless human nature changes a whole lot faster than

we have any right to assume that it will, that the communistic state

will include special advantages for them who furnish the brains.
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There is no doubt but that the share paid to capital and to brains

will be less in the future than it has been in the past. There will

be less melon cutting, and what there is will be done under the

lime-light ; that means that each must justify his share in the sight

of his neighbors, his friends, and of the public. Besides the busi-

ness of merging and financing great combinations is already becom-

ing standardized, and reduced to the basis of a service—to be com-

pensated by a small toll out of many dollars. Even now the curve

of the melon crop is not so vertical as it was a while ago. To secure

the best energy and the best brains so much can be paid as to defeat

its very purpose. But so long as brains control—barring change of

human nature, they will have some form of preference. When they

cease to control a new glacial period might as well start in.

But, you insist, the emphasis of the communistic state is upon

service, while the emphasis of business is upon profits. Possibly

that distinction should now be set up ; but business is still young

and the communistic state far off. Long before we acquire that

beatific status there will be little left of that distinguishment. Not

only will the emphasis of business continue to shift more and more

to service, but the idea of profit will enter more and more into gov-

ernment. One of the great handicaps to be overcome in efficiently

organizing the business of government is lack of the plumb line of

profits. But it is not an impossible thing to set a money value upon

all the services rendered by the departments of government ; the

services of health department, education, forestry, railroad com-

mission, etc., can all be weighed against a dollar valuation ; not an

arbitrary guess, but a carefully studied out estimate.

You still object that the benefits of capitalism accrue unduly to

capital. But have you taken into account the democratizing of

capital? Every revolution has admitted to the ranks of the privi-

leged a new segment of the disinherited, but never have all of any

community been able to get into the dress parade. When you con-

sider the countless small revolutionar}' movements that have been

won by the toilers in the recent past, it would seem both reasonable

and expeditious to continue that same movement a while longer. So

many of the disinherited have been recently taken in that labor is

split in two divisions : the aristocrats and the proletarians. The tide

is setting so strong in that direction that, barring a counter-revolu-

tionary movement, it will not be long until all who are morajly fit

will have come out of the proletarian ranks and joined the aristo

crats. And the proletarians, too, are on the way.
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If you still insist that there should be broader opportunity for

the disinherited, I reply that there is. This is the day of the small

investor. The best inheritance that we got out of the war was the

thrift campaign. You will notice that it hardly slackened when the

war was over. Why? Because of the intelligent self-interest of

men of big affairs. The more money a man has the more he bor-

rows, that is the rule of business. Nobody but a financier can fully

appreciate the difference between doing business in a country where

everybody has money for investment, and a country where the

money is all in a few hands. Well distributed funds are not panicy

or temperamental ; they are dependable, and good for every sub-

stantial interest of the community. The American scale of living

has so advanced that everybody with regular employment can save

if he has sufficient self-control and interest in his own true welfare.

Were everybody to do his reasonable best, within three generations

there would not be a family without a substantial reserve, an invest-

ment stake on the side of capital. Everything is shaping up in

favor of that end : one can buy into the concern that he works for

;

he can buy into the public utilities that supply his own needs, or

into the great substantial concerns of his town that he has every

opportunity to know about. (3f course, to buy into anything requires

self-denial, frugality, and virtue. That is a hard road, but is it too

hard? Is it not worth while? Remember, that it is a road that has

not always been open, and that it is a special privilege to travel it

;

besides it is under improvement.

Of course, this is a pitifully poor answer to one who believes

in a bolshevik short-cut. It is the same old road that was traversed

by the founders of America, of whose virtues we love to boast. Is

nature a profiteer to demand such a price for financial independence?

Remember that financial independence is only another name for life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, for which the Fathers deemed

nothing too great to give in exchange. Big business is helping—all

that its self-interest is intelligent enough to permit—to make the

way of the small investor as pleasant as possible. The plunderers

who are out for the small investors bank-roll represent neither busi-

ness nor capital.

Maybe there will come a time when we can successfully do with-

out money which is one of the hopes that the Bolshevists hold out

;

but instead of nobody having money, the plan of capitalism is for

everybody to have money ; for everybody to have a proprietary inter-

est in this thing called America ; not to live like parasites upon the

land, but to be of the land, to own it, to have a concern on both sides
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of the pay-roll. The ideal of the able managers of our great cor-

porations is to have their stock widely distributed in the hands of

customers and patrons, and of employees. That is a capitalistic

ideal, an ideal that is being continually more and more realized.

Could it be perfectly realized, and were the corporation big enough,

it would in itself almost constitute the communistic state.

To recapitulate : there are two manifest tendencies at work, tend-

encies which express the highest ideals of intelligent self-interest:

the one toward organization and system, with all that implies of

broad foundation, of human service, and assured profits ; the other

toward thrift and democratization of capital. Both are evolutionary

developments of modern business, promoted and officered by the

self-seeking, long-headed men of big afifairs. Could each be advanced

to ultimate perfection—voila communism ! But they can't. Notli-

ing human can ever be made perfect ; but if we can avoid war and

internal strife, the day will come when w^e will have a first-cl^s'-

imitation.
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BY LAWRENCE PARMLY BROWN

SLIGHTLY varied catalog^s of the twelve Apostles appear in

the three synoptic Gospels and Acts ; but they are so evidently

interpolations of a clumsy sort that it is quite improbable that the

original catalog was found in the original Gospel (Proto-AIarkV

The probability is that the original catalog was compiled, with the

four brothers of Jesus as a basis, sometime after the synoptics and

Acts were written, being interpolated in these works, together with

all references to "the twelve." In Acts, the Twelve appear only in

the catalog and the (interpolated) context following in Chap. i.

They are never mentioned in the Epistles of Paul (or in the other

New Testament Epistles) except in 1 Cor. xv. 5, where we have

interpolation upon interpolation.

Old Testament types of the twelve Apostles were doubtless rec-

ognized in the twelve sons of Jacob-Israel ; but a more direct sug-

gestion for the Apostolic group is probably found in the twelve

priests (with the presiding priest) who daily officiated in a sacri-

ficial ritual in the Temple ; the presiding priest being the highpriest

before the final destruction of the Temple, and the patriarch there-

after (see Robertson, Christianity and Mythology, p. 344; Pagan

Christs, p. 179; Jesus Problem, pp. 82, 128, 13^1—citing Maimonides,

Basnage, Milman, Mosheim, etc.).'^ In such a group, the presiding

priest presumably typified the sun-god, while the other priests typi-

fied the zodiac signs or the months. At the beginning of the Chris-

tian era the private passover meal was eaten by not less than twelve

nor more than twenty men (Josephus, Bel. Jud. vi. 9, 3, etc.). A
''' Robertson supposes the Jewish portion of the Teaching of the Tzve'z'e

Apostles (Chaps. I-VI) to have been a manual for the use of the "apostles"

of the highpriest or patriarch (C. and M., pp. 344, 345, etc.) ; but it is far

more likely that the extant titles of the work together with its Christian

appendix were supplied by Christians, as there is no reference to a group of
twelve anywhere in the work. Robertson also believes that there were twelve
"elders" who ate bread with Aaron in Ex. xviii. 12 ; but this certainly can not
be accepted.
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delegation of twelve laymen take part in the public passover festival

of the modern Samaritan Jews (Peterman, Reisen.. I, p. 225),

which custom is probably of ancient origin and possibly the direct

suggestion for the Gospel account of the twelve Apostles with Jesus

at the passover or "last supper" (Mark xiv. 17-31 and parallels).

A similar group of early Jewish Christian converts or disciples was

found by Paul at Ephesus, being "in all about twelve men" (Acts

xix. 7). Buddha is credited with saying that "only in my religion

can be found the twelve great disciples" (Burmese Life of Buddha,

Bigandet, p. 301) ; but it is not improbable that this was derived

from Christianity, as Buddha generally has the planetary group of

five chief disciples.

It is probable that the ordained twelve Apostles were conceived

by some as having been chosen from eighty-four disciples (see

above), and like the four first called, distinguished from the "kins-

men" of Jesus, who include his brothers (see Mark iii. 14-22; cf.

Luke vi. 11-17). The Twelve are sent forth some time after their

ordination, and the account of their return together follows imme-

diately—the two events being: separated only by the story of the

execution of John the Baptist, clumsily introduced (Mark vi. 7-13,

30; Luke ix. 1-6. 10, with nothing of the return in ISIatt.). In Mark

alone the Apostles are sent forth "two by two" (Luke substituting

the sending forth of the seventy-two disciples "two by two") ; but

the same Apostles are found in couples in the catalogs of Luke and

Matt., as they probably were in the original catalog. This coupling

agrees not only with the custom of the Jewish charity workers to

travel by twos (Talmud, Baba Batra, fol. 8b), as did the Essenes

(Josephus, Bell. Jud. ii. 3, 4) and the Buddhist mendicant monks

(Lillie, Bud. in Christ., p. 76). but also with the pairing of the

months in some ancient calendars. Thus, each pair of months has

the names of a god and goddess, husband and wife, in the ancient

Hindu system followed in the Vedas and fully set forth in the

Vishnu Piirana (II, 8) ; and relics of a similar system are found in

the Syrian 1st and 2d Thisri and 1st and 2d Canun. as well as in the

1st and 2d Rabi and 1st and 2d Giamadi of the Arabian calendar

(Kircher, Oed. Aegypt., Vol. II, Part I. p. 277) ; while the astrol-

ogers considered the signs of the zodiac as alternately masculine

and feminine. An ancient Persian monument shows twelve animals

above, probably for the signs, while on either side below are six

compartments, each containing two bearded men, probably for the

months (Ouseley, Travels, II, Plate XLI ; Montfaucon, L'Antiq.

Expl., I, Plate CCXVII, No. 1). In a mosaic pavement from Tyre,
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belonging to the fourth century A.D., the Syro-Macedonian months

are represented by twelve busts in three groups of four each, for the

months in the four seasons (Ann. Archaeol. XXIII, p. 278 ; XXIV,
pp. 205, 209) ; and the heads of the twelve Apostles are somewhat
similarly arranged, but in three rows of four each, in a mosaic from

Ravenna (Garucci, Storia della Arte Christiana, IV, Plate 224; cf.

Plate 259 for another similar mosaic with the Apostle's heads not

so symmetrically arranged).

In some of the earliest representations from the Roman cata-

combs and elsewhere, the Apostles are symbolized by twelve lambs,

or twelve doves, or the initial A repeated twelve times ; but they

are also represented by twelve human heads, in a circle around the

head of Jesus or his monogram, on very early terra cotta lamps

from the catacombs (Martigny, Diet. Antiq. Chrct., s. v. Apotres

;

Garucci, Storia, VI, Plate 473, Nos. 1, 2, 5). On such lamps, Jesus

is obviously John's "light of the world" (and the sun-god) and the

lamb which is figuratively the lamp or light in Rev. xxi. 2?>. Clement

of Alexandria says that the Jewish candlestick or lamp, with seven

branches for the planets, was a symbol of Christ (Strom. V. 6),

and one of the lamps from the catacombs has the temple candlestick

at its center (Garucci, op. cit., Plate 491, No. 10). The sun, or

moon, or seven planets, appear on several Roman lamps of the same
type (Montfaucon, L'Antiq. E.vpL, Suppl. V, Pt. II, Plates CLXII-
CLXIV, etc.), just as the sun is sometimes figured at the center of

Greek and Roman zodiacs.

In a large number of early representations, generally with Paul

instead of Matthias replacing Judas, the Apostles are figured full

length in a horizontal row, six on either side of Jesus or his mono-
gram, and sometimes with stars and clouds over their heads. Many
of these are illustrated by Garucci. one havng the apostolic names
connected with the figures (exactly as in Luke's catalog, except that

Matthew and Thomas are nterchanged and Paul replaces Judas)
;

the group beginning with Peter on the left of Jesus at the center,

reading to the right for the first six, and also left to right on the

other side of Jesus for the other six (Storia, VI. Plate 426, No. 2).

A comparison of this representation with the many others in which

the Apostles are not named shows that the order of the figures is

generally from left to right, beginning at the left of Jesus at the

center; which indicates an original circular arrangement in connec-

tion with which Jesus properly belongs at the center of the circle.

In such representations the Apostles often appear in couples, once
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at least in four groups of three each, as if for the seasons (Ibid.,

VI, Plate 353).

The twelve Apostles, at first figured in a horizontal row, were

later represented in a circle after the manner of the conventionalized

Greek and Roman zodiacs. In one such representation, a beautiful

mosaic from the Battistero Ursiano at Ravenna, the heads of the

Apostles, including Paul and all named, are toward the center of the

circle, like the zodiac figures as generally placed (Ibid., IV, Plate

226; cf. 241 with the apostles unnamed) ; while in a similar mosaic

from S. Agata in the suburbs of Rome, the feet of the Apostles,

all named and including Paul, are toward the center (Ibid., IV,

Plate 240), like the zodiac of the Second Hermes in Kircher (Ocd.

Aegypt., Vol. II, Part II, p. 160). Again, in a Syrian Codex the

Apostles are arranged in a circle, all standing vertically in the picture

(Garucci, op. cit.. Ill, Plate 126, No. 2), while in other circular

representations we find angels instead of Apostles (Ibid., Ill, Plate

152; ^MM. Archaeol.'XLlV).^

All these representations are too late to be of much value as

indications of the original allotment of the Apostles to the signs

;

but we have an early Christian zodiacal ring, an amulet, which does

give some indication of that allotment (in Martigny, Diet. Chret.,

s. v. Zodiaque, where the ring is pictured upside down). On the

outer surface of the ring are the symbols of the signs from Aries

to Libra, reading right to left ; while on its inner surface are those

from Scorpio to Pisces, reading right to left, or from Pisces to

Scorpio, reading left to right, as the Greeks and Romans read their

script ; and we shall find reasons for concluding that the first five

Apostles of the catalogs were allotted to the signs from Pisces to

Scorpio, which is opposite to the annual course of the sun through

the signs but in accordance with its course in the great cycle of the

8 The Apostles are also represented in connection with the signs, planets,

etc., among the 365 subjects painted bv Giotto in the Great Hall at Padna. In

the Abbey Church of Vezelay, France, the labors of the months and the twenty-

eight lunar signs are figured in a circle around Tcsus and eleven Apostles

—

without Judas (Viollet-le-Duc, Diet, de I'Architect.. \'II. p. 390; IX, p. 551).

Julius Schiller (circ. 1625) constructed curious planispheres in which the

astronomical figures are replaced by Apostles, saints, popes and other sacred

personages; arbitrarily allotting Peter to Aries, Andew to Taurus, etc. {Caelum
Stellatiim Christianum, followed by Philip Cacsius, Cochtm Astronomico-Pocti-

cum, 1662, and reproduced by Flammarion, Ast. Pop., pp. 704, 705. figs. 313,

314; cf. Postellus, Signorum Coelestiuin, 1556; P>artschius, Planisphacrium

Stellatiim, 1624, and the Venerable Bede, De Tempore Ratione, 16, circ. 700

A.D.. with Old Testament and New Testament figures allotted to the signs.

The Apostles appear in connection with the Patriarchs, Roman deities and the

signs, on an Irish stone calendar which is assigned to the eight century (see

The Builder, July 28, 1900).
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precession of the equinox, at about the beginning of the Chris-

tian era.

In various ancient representations the planets are figured within

the circle of the signs without any connection with the latter. But
in an astrological scheme that has come down to us through the

Greeks and Romans, probably from the later Egyptians (see

Brugsch, Acgyptologie, pp. 338. 339), the sun is allotted to Leo and
the moon to Cancer, while each of the five planets in heliocentric

order is duplicated, in two signs, one on either side of Leo and
Cancer (Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, I, 20; Macrobius, Somn. Scip. I, 21,

24; Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. V; Firmicus. II, 2; on medals

of Antonius Pius struck in Egypt, Memoires de I'Acadamie des

Inscriptions, XLI, p. 501, sq., and on a Roman monument, Clarac,

Musee, II, Plate 130). With the dividing line thus between Leo
and Cancer, this scheme properly belongs about 2000 B.C., when
the summer solstice in the course of precession retrograded from
the former to the latter sign—that solstice marking the beginning of

the year in Egypt. But the scheme doubtless originated at a much
later date, with the ancient division of the signs retained, just as

astrologers still consider Aries the first sign although the sun retro-

graded into Pisces at the spring equinox about the beginning of the

Christian era. In such an antique and conventional zodiac scheme,

with the dividing line of the summer solstice between Leo and Can-

cer, the corresponding line of the spring equinox falls between Aries

and Taurus, and as the Jews began their sacred year about the time

of the spring equinox, the early Christians naturally would have

employed a modification of the above-described (Egyptian) scheme,

placing the dividing line between Aries and Taurus, with the moon
allotted to the former sign and the sun to the latter. The astrologi-

cal scheme as thus modified is set forth in the accompanying Table

II, together with a restored original catalog of the Apostles as

allotted to the planets and the circle of the zodiac signs.

As already suggested, Judas Iscariot as the representative of

the Jewish nation was probably the original first Apostle who was
finally relegated to the end of the catalog. This, however, did not

necessitate any alteration in the order of the Apostles as associated

with the circle of the signs, for thus Judas simply became the twelfth

instead of the first, while Simon-Peter became the first instead of

the second, and so on with the others. Peter, Jacob and lohn. origi-

nally brothers of Jesus and fishermen as planetary figures, were
naturally allotted to the three "watery signs" of the Western Asian

Zodiac (see Manilius, Astron. II, 9) ; indeed, it is quite probable
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that in the planetary identifications of the brothers of Jesus we have

the primary suggestion for the whole scheme of the Apostles, planets

and signs. With Peter, Jacob and John allotted to Pisces, Aquarius

and Capricorn, and so on, the order of the whole group corresponds

to that of the signs in the course of precession, reverse to the annual

course of the Sun ; while the first five Apostles are connected with

the five planets in the more common heliocentric order, Mercury

first and Saturn last.^ And as Pisces, the sign of Peter, in the

course of precession became the first sign of the Western Asian

zodiac about the beginning of the Christian era, this probably gave

the appearance of a foreordained mystery to the advancement of

Peter to the first place, and the relegation of Judas Iscariot to the

last place. xA.s associated with the duplicate planets, the second

Judas, Simon and Jacob appear to be duplications of Judas Iscariot.

Simon Peter and Jacob son of Zebedee, who represent Judas, Simon

and Jacob among the brothers of Jesus—the Apostle John repre-

senting the remaining brother, Joses, Joseph or Joannes. Andrew,

therefore, has no place among the original four Apostles who were

the brothers of Jesus.

A composite of the New Testament catalogs contains thirteen

Apostles, and commentators have heretofore identified the second

Judas with Thaddaeus—Lebbaeus, despite the way they are separated

in the composite New Testament catalog. But in the restored cata-

log "Andrew" is a surname of the first Jacob, as was quite prob-

ably recognized by the writers of both Luke and John, the former

of whom omits Andrew from the group of the first Apostles called,

while the latter omits Jacob from his variant group, which includes

Andrew. In Matthew and Mark the first four Apostles called (and

the three in Luke) are in the same order as in the catalogs of Mat-

thew and Luke ; while in the catalogs of Mark and Acts, Andrew is

placed after John, probably because of the insignificance of the for-

mer in the synoptic Gospels, where he is hardly more than a name.^°

^ Strangely enough, the Chinese and Japanese zodiacs also read reversely

to the sun's annual course, beginning with Aquarius—one extant Chinese exam-
ple being at least as old as 1600 B.C. (Thorns. Aiic. Chinese I'ases, p. 63} ;

and the zodiac symbols in the same reverse order are employed for the twelve-

year cycle of the Tibetans and Tartars (Georgius, Alphab. Tibet., p. 466), the

Turks (Ayeen Akberry II, p. 267), the Persians (Hyde, Hist. Rcl. vet. Pers.,

p. 225), and the Siamese (with some variations—Loubere, Siain, II, p. 78).

10 Strauss conjectures that the writer of the Gospel of John omitted the

Apostle Jacob as being confused with the brother of Jesus, who was the tradi-

tional leader of the Judaizing Christians opposed in the Gospel of John (Neiv
Life of Jesus, 70). But even admitting the unlikely confusion of the two
Jacobs of the New Testament, it is hardly possible that any Gospel writer

would have omitted one of the best known of the Apostles for any such reason.

Andrev/ is given some prominence in the Gospel of John, as we shall see ; but
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It is possible that Andrew was first made a separate Apostle to fill

up the number of the twelve in some early catalog from which the

dead Judas Iscariot was omitted, somewhat as the latter is omitted

from the catalog in Acts, with Matthias elected in his place (I,

13-26). In John's group of the first five Apostles called, the writer

who represents himself as John simply interchanges John and Peter,

putting himself first. Reasons will be suggested as we proceed for

the five interchanges of couples in the extant catalogs, as indicated

in Table II.

IV

The following detailed consideration of the twelve Apostles in

the restored catalog, as allotted to the zodiac (Table 11), furnishes

much fuller evidence of the association of the Apostles with the

signs than with the connected planets, which was to be expected in

view of the fact that the first four Apostles as brothers of Jesus

had previously been identified with different planets (see above).

Simon sunuimed Peter, a fisherman, is allotted to one cf the

"watery signs," Pisces (the Fishes), which ruled over mariners,

sailors, fishermen and ship builders (Manilius, Astron. IV, 20).

Simon is a Greek name adopted by the Jews as equivalent to the

Hebrew Simeon, the proper Greek form of which, Symeon, is

applied to the Apostle in Acts xv. 14 and 2 Pet. i. 1. Simeon is

the second son of Jacob-Israel in Gen. and Ex., and Simon was

originally the second Apostle. "Simeon" is understood to signify

"Hearing" or "the Hearer" in Gen. xxix. ZZ, while Ibid, xxxiv. 25,

26, we find Simeon and Levi with swords (cf. xlix. 5; Heb., with

"weapons of violence"; A. V., "swords") ; and the Apostle Simon

appears to be recognized as a counterpart of the Patriarch in the

Gospel of John, where Simon Peter is the one who cuts off the high-

priest's ear with a sword (xviii. 10; cf. 26, and see the present

writer's "Cosmic Mouth, Ears and Nose," Open Court, XXXIII,

p. 502). Moreover, swords belong properly enough to the Apostles

Simon Peter and Simon the Zealot as duplicate counterparts of the

Zealot Simon, son of Judas of Galilee, and also as counterparts of

the Hasmonean Simon.

the 'early Fathers generally ignore h'm. Justin Martyr names only Peter,

Jacob and John (Tryph. 100, 106), Clement of Alexander makes Peter. Jacob.

John and Paul the leading disciples or Apostles (Strom. I, 2). whiie the

Fathers of the first century generally couple Peter and Paul (Clement of Rome,
5; Ignatius. Rom. 4), and Paul often appears among the twelve Apostles on
early monuments.
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The Apostle Simon's surname, in the Greek New Testament,

generally Petros (but Petre in Luke xxii. 34 and Acts x. 13; xi. 7),

was not a current proper name at the beginning of the Christian era.

In Greek, petros is a piece of rock, a stone, as distinguished from

petra=a. rock, represented by the Aramaic proper noun Kepha,

Graecized as Kephas in the Pauline Epistles and John i. 43, where

Kephas "is interpreted Petros." ^^ According to Matt. xvi. 18, Jesus

said, "Thou art Petros, and on this rock (petra) I will build my
church" (ecclesia, a word found elsewhere only in Matt, xviii. 7,

both texts doubtless being interpolations) ; and in the following

verse he adds that he will give to Peter "the keys of the kingdom

of the heavens"— probably suggested by the fact that the Hebrew

word for key, maphteach, has the primary significance of "opener"

as taken in connection with a Jewish Christian identification of,

Petros or Petre with the Hebrew /rfrr^ opener, first-born (Ex.

xiii. 12, etc.), from pathaJi = to open, radically the same as the

Egyptian Ptah= Opener, as of the day by the sun. The Egyptians

also had a god Petra, whose name is rendered Seer or Revealer

(Budge, Book of the Dead, HI, in voc), and who is identified with

the solar Temu or Tum in the Book of the Undcrivorld (see Budge,

Gods, I, pp. 252, 254). He is a cosmic opener in the Book of the

Dead, where the deceased says : "The doors of heaven are opened

for me ; the doors of earth are opened for me . . . and the first

temple (of the heaven) hath been unfastened for me by the god

Petra. Behold. I was guarded and watched (but now) I am re-

leased : behold, his hands had tied cords around me ..." (LXVHI,
1-3, Theban) ; while Matt. xvi. 19, reads: "And I will give to thee

[Peter] the keys of the kingdom of the heavens; and whatsoever

thou mayst bind on the earth shall be bound in the heavens ; and

whatsoever thou mayst loose on the earth shall be loosed in the

heavens." (Cf. the key of hell in Rev. i. 18; ix. 1 ; xx. 1.)^- It is

not impossible that the Egyptian Petra is of Semetic origin : but.

however this may be, there can be little doubt that Simon received

i^As Robertson savs (C. and M., p. 348) : "Paul's Cephas is simplv one of

the apostles of a Judaic cult that preaches circumcision, not one of the pupils

and companions of the crucified Jesus," as Simon Peter is represented to be in

the Gospel story.

i-In connection with this text it mav be noticed that one of the meanings
of the Hebrew patliah is to unbind, set free, while pethah is a gate or door—
both from the same root PThPI^to open. Again, pathali was sometimes applied

to the opening of the ear, in the sense of revealing something (Isa. 1. 5, etc.),

which mav have been the primarv suggestion for the cutting off of the high-

priest's ear by Peter. Still again, pathar signifies to interpret ; Apollo was
called Patareus (Horace, Carm. HI. 4, 64, etc.), and Peter is generally the

spokesman of the apostles, while according to tradition the Gospel of Mark
was derived from his reminiscences.
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the surname Petre or Petros when as the first Apostle he became

identified with Pisces as the opener of the year at the spring;

equinox.

X'arious critics have suggested, and it cannot be doubted, that

Matt. xvi. 19, gives Peter the character of the Roman Janus. Origi-

nally a solar figure, James is the key-bearing god, the Opener (Patiil-

cius) and Closer ( Cliisiiis) as especially connected with New Year's

day on the first of the month named from him, January. ^"^ As the

opener and closer of the day, he is the gate-keeper of the celestial

palace, who looks simultaneously on the eastern and western quar-

ters, whence he is represented double-headed, and he is also the god

of gates and doors, to whom it is given to open and close, and bind

and loose, all things in heaven, on earth and on the seas (Ovid.,

/•asti I, 117-140; Macrobus, Sat. I, 9). The Mithraic Supreme God,

Kronos or Aion (= Boundless Time), is also the solar opener and

closer of the day, sometimes figured with two keys (Cumont. Textes

et Monuments, p. 196, fig. 21) ; and Peter is sometimes represented

with two keys, one of gold for opening, and one of iron for closing,

while in the Persian Shah Namah the sun itself is a golden key that

is lost during the night (Goldziher, Hch. MythoL, p. 98). ]\Iore-

over, Proteus as the Greek counterpart of Janus, bears the keys of

all things, and (like Peter) is considered first (Gr. protos—Orphic

Hymn, XX\' ; cf. Robertson, C. and M., p. 351).

But in his general character, Simon Peter is evidently enough a

counterpart of the Greek Poseidon, the god of the sea. of sailors

and fishermen, who is allotted to Pisces in the scheme of the twelve

gods and the signs (see above), and who was called Petraios=Of-a-

rock by the Thessalians as being fabled to have divided (or opened)

the rock through which flows the river Peneios into the sea* ( Pindar,

PxtJi. IV. 138, et schoi). Pisces is the sign of the (two") fishes and

the ruler of fishermen ; and according to the Gospel of John ( i. 44),

both Peter and his brother Andrew (and also Philip—see below)

belonged to Bethsaida (in Galilee), which name is the Graecized

form of Beth-Zeidah= Place of Fishing. Zeidah appears to be a

variant of Zidon (in Gr. Sidon), anciently supposed to signify Fish-

town (Justin. XVIII, 3) ; and in accordance with this etymology,

Poseidon appears to have been derived from Zidon or Sidon by

some—as by Sanchuniathon, according to whom the Phoenician

Sidon was a female counterpart of Poseidon (in Eusebius, Praep.

Evang. I, 10). In the astronomical view, Bethsaida is the residence

^^ The oldest festival of Peter, on Jan. 18, coincided with the sun's entrance

into Aquarias, with which sign Peter appears to have heen arbitrarily associ-

ated by some.
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of Simon Peter, Andrew (=Jacob) and John as the apostles of the

"watery signs" ; the author of the Gospel of John probably also

referring Philip to that town through a confused recollection of the

fact that the Bethsaida of Luke x. 10, was in the jurisdiciion of

Philip the Tetrarch {cf. Matt. xiv. 13). But according t'^ the syn-

optics (Mark i. 21, 29 and parallels), the first four Apo:;tles called

were of Capernaum, the home city of Jesus—for they were origi-

nally brothers.

Simon Peter was the son of Jonas (in the Aramaic form. Bar

Jona) according to Matt. xvi. 17 and the Textus ReceptUb of John i.

42, xxi. 15-17, some of the MMS of John having "son of Joannes"
;

and as Jonas is one of the several Greek variants of Joannes (John),

it is probable that the extant readings in Matt, and John arose

through a misunderstanding of the abbreviated phrase "Simon, of

Joannes" for "brother of Joannes."

According to Mark ( i. 29-33, cf . Luke iv. 38,39 ; Matt. viii. 14,

15), the first four Apostles, shortly after their call, went into the

house of Simon and Andrew with Jesus, who cured Simon's mother-

in-law of a fever (Mark) or a "great fever" (Luke). The mythic

fever is primarily that of the earth-mother in midsummer (see "The
Cosmic Madness, Open Court, XXXIII. pp. 629-633) : and in the

Greek and Roman scheme of the twelve gods and the signs, Poseidon

(X'^eptune) is allotted to Pisces, and his female counterpart, Demeter

(Ceres) is allotted to the opposite sign, Mrgo—the heaven-father

Kronos and earth-mother Rhea being the parents of both Poseidon

and Demeter ( Hesiod, Theog., 452, etc.). The wife of Simon Peter

of Pisces therefore corresponds to Demeter (Ceres) of Virgo, the

only woman in the zodiac, while Peter is the only Apostle repre-

sented as married in the New Testament (see 1 Cor. ix. 15; cf.

Clementine Recognitions, VII, 25 ; Clement of Alexandria, Strom.

Ill, 6; VII, 11; Eusebius, H. E. Ill, 30) ; and Peter's mother-in-

law corresponds to the earth-mother Rhea, whose fever is cured at

the close of the hot season—Virgo having been a summer sign dur-

ing the six thousand years preceding the Christian era.^*

In all probability it is because Simon Peter was recognized as the

Apostle of Pisces that he was given the most prominent place among
the three apostles in Luke's story of the multitudinous draft of

fishes, which is peculiar to that Evangelist (v. 1-11). Jesus saw
two ships near the shore of the Sea of Galilee, one of which belonged

1*According to tradition, Peter's wife was Perpetua or Concordia (Meyer.
De Petri Conjucjw) and his mother's name was Joanna (Coteler, Ad Const.
Apostol. II, 63, etc.).
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to Simon (and Andrew originally) while the other belonged to

Jacob and John, and Jesus and Simon were in the ship of Simon
when the latter made the miraculous draft with the assistance of

Jacob and John in their ship. "And Jesus said to Simon, Fear not

;

from henceforth thou shalt be capturing men"—this metaphorical

phrase for making converts doubtless appearing in the original form

in Mark i. 17, where Jesus says to the first four apostles called,

"Come after me, and I will make you to become fishers of men"

{cf. Matt. iv. 19). In fact, it is probable that we have in this phrase

the primary suggestion for the story of the multitudinous draft as

developed in accordance with the nature mythos {cf. also Matt. xiii.

47, 48 ; Jerm. xvi. 16, and see the present writer's "Cosmic ?^Iultipli-

cations," Open Court, XXXR', p. 111). In the variant story of

this draft in the John appendix, Jesus stands on the shore during

the taking of the fishes, and Simon Peter shortly casts himself into

the sea and swims to Jesus, and afterwards draws the net to the

land. In another fish story, peculiar to Matt. xvii. 24-27, Jesus tells

Peter that he will find a stater in the mouth of the first fish he

catches, so he can pay the tax due from both of them ; the coin being

a mere variant of the mythic finger-ring (for the sun) thrown into

the sea and swallowed by a fish (for the underworld) from which

it is shortly recovered (see "The Cosmic Mouth, Ears and Nose,"

Open Court, XXXIII, p. 485). Again the two fishes of Pisces

appear in the Multiplication of the five loaves and two fishes in all

the Gospels ; but as Peter is not mentioned in this story, it was prob-

ably originated before he was recognized as the apostle of Pisces,

perhaps having been suggested by an earlier recognition of Jesus

as the Pisces or Fish incarnation. In Matthew's version of the

story of Jesus as walking on the water, Peter also does so (xiv. 22-

34) ; and Poseidon is frequently figured walking over the sea (Miil-

ler, Ancient Art, p. 432; cf. Homer, //. XIII, 17 sq.), while the feet

of the cosmic man and human beings were allotted to Pisces (see

"The Cosmic Man and Homo Signorum," Open Court, XXXV, pp.

34-36. Any other apostle would have served as well as Peter if the

original story had referred to the walking of a believer on the trou-

bled waters of life, the generally received interpretation). As the

Apostle of Pisces, Peter is the first to recognize Jesus as the Messiah,

or Pisces incarnation (Mark viii. 29 and parallels). Pisces being

the first sign of the Christian era to which belongs the annual rebirth

or resurrection of the Sun, Jesus after his resurrection first appears

to Peter and then to the other apostles (1 Cor. xv. 5), and Peter
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was the first apostle to look into the empty sepulchre of Jesus (Mark

xxiv. 12; cf. John xx. 1-10) /^

Poseidon both causes storms and calms the sea (Homer, //. XIII,

27; Virgil. Aen. V, 817), and thus is represented as sometimes angry

with Zeus, attempting to intimidate his mighty brother, while again

he is yielding and submissive to the latter (//. VIII, 440; XV, 176,

etc.). In the Iliad, Poseidon is also the opponent of the sun-god

Apollo ; and Peter is sometimes violent, sometimes calm and sub-

missive to the solar Jesus. In Mark ix. 31-33 and Matt. xvi. 21-23,

Peter rebukes Jesus and is in turn rebuked by the latter, who says,

"Get thee behind me, Satan (=Adversary)," while in Luke xxii. 31,

Jesus tells Peter that Satan desired to have him. He cravenly

absents himself from the trial of Jesus, whom he falsely denies, curs-

ing and swearing, till the cock crows (originally thrice), after which

he weeps bitterly (Mark x. 66-72 and parallels) ; and according to

Manilius, one born under Pisces had a hateful, prattling tongue,

was always wrong and full of wild desire (Astron. IV, 25).^*^ Mythi-

cally, Peter weeps as a figure of Pisces, which had anciently been

the last of the "watery signs" of the rainy season ;^' while the crow-

ing of the cock shortly before sunrise indicates that the Apostle was

recognized as an opener of the day as well as of the year.

As the first Apostle, Peter was recognized as the leader of the

Jewish Christian church (Gal. ii. 1-10, etc.), being represented in

Acts as a miracle worker like Jesus. ^^ x\s Pisces was the sign of

the feet, so Peter cures a man lame from birth (Acts iii. 1-11), and

another, Aeneas, lame for eight years (ix. 32-35) ;^® and as Pisces

1^ For detailed explanation of these mvthic stories, see "The Cosmic Feet,"

Open Court, XXXIII, p. 362.

i^As the name of the first Apostle, the Hebrew original of Peter or Petrus
is said to signify "the First" in the Toledoth Jeschu of Huldrich (Baring-
Gould, Lost and Host, Gospels, p. 104) ; doubtless through a misunderstanding
of the Hebrew peter=o\K:ner, first-born, rendered "firstling" in the A. V. of

Ex. xiii. 12, etc.

i^According to Plutarch, the fish was a pictograph of hatred in Egypt,

where the priests wrote up, "Hate fish" (De Isid., 32). Horapollo makes it

signify "anything unlawful" because eating fish was an abomination in the

Egyptian sacred rites {Hieroqh'ph. I, 44; cf. Lazvs of Mann, V, 15, 16). The
Greeks sometimes called a stupid fellow a fish, and some astrologers held that

one born under Pisces was simple, talkatiye, passionate, etc. (Plippolytus,

Philosophuma, IV, 26.)
!'' In Nayarre, prayers for rain were formerly said to Peter, and if rain did

not fall immediately, his image was plunged in a river, in the belief that he

could thus be compelled to send it (Frazer, Golden Bough, I, p. 111). More-
over, Peter of Pisces the "watery sign" is the only Apostle named in the story

of the washing of the feet of Jesus (John xiii. 4-12), and the feet of the Homo
Signorum have always been allotted to Pisces, originally when it was the last

sign.

i*In the Roman Catholic church, he is the first Father or Pope—Lat.

Papa, Gr. Pappas, the child word for Pater= Father.
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had become the first sign, to which belonged the annual rebirth or

resurrection of the sun-god at the spring ecjuinox, so Peter raises

Tabitha from the dead (ix. 36-40). As an opener, he was miracu-

lously delivered from prison on two occasions ; first, together with

the other Apostles, when an angel opened the prison doors (v. 19) ;

second, alone at night, when guarded by four quaternions of soldiers

and sleeping between two of them, an angel appearing, and a light

(as if of the dawn) suddenly shining in the prison and the two

chains on his wrists falling ofif—after which he was led out of the

city through the iron gate (as if from the underworld), which

opened of its own accord (xii. 3-11). The latter account is prob-

ably the earlier, and may well have been suggested by the rising of

Pisces with the sun at the spring equinox ; indeed, it is said that

Herod (as a night figure) intended to keep Peter in prison until

after Easter (xii. 4). The two chains correspond to the cord (or

cords) that bind together the two Fishes of Pisces ; and the Hebrew
pethah signifies a gate or door, wdiile pathah signifies to unbind, to

set free—from chains in Jerm. xl. 40.-" After his second escape,

Peter went to the house of John Mark (supposed to be his son, as

suggested by 1 Pet. v. 13), where he was first seen by a damsel

named Rhode (Acts xii. 13), who was probably a daughter of Peter

originally, for Rhode was one of the three children of Poseidon

(Apollod. I. 4-4. In later tradition, Peter has a daughter Petronilla).

Rhode or Rhoda^Rosy, is an appropriate name for the dawn (the

wife or daughter of the solar opener), and it is supposed to be a

Greek equivalent of the Phoenician Adamath (Andromeda), inter-

preted the Rosy-one (Brown, Prim. Constels. I, p. 49), who was

chained to a rock in the Greek myth, and who is constellated just

above Pisces. She is one of the so-called family group of constella-

tions, which includes the mother, Kassiepeia (=Rosy-faced ; Brown,

Ibid., p. 38) and the father, Kepheus (whose name as we have it is

apparently from the Ph. KcpJi^=2i stone ; but in its original form

it quite probably signified Head in the sense of Leader or Chief,

from the widely distributed root kcp or kcph, with the primary sig-

nificance of "something rounded or eurvcd—Heb. KPH, cf. Sansc,

Kapala, Gr. Kephale, Lat. caput for the top, head, chief, etc. Accord-

ing to tradition, Peter was a bald-headed old man—Nicephorus, H.

£., II. 2)7, etc.). It is not improbable that Peter=Kephas was iden-

-" Miraculous escapes from prism are not uncommon in ancient legend;

many of them relating to the ris'ng of the sun god, who is represented on Baby-
lonian seals as stepping through the eastern gate or door, the leaves of which
have been swung back bv the two warders (Savce. Rcl. Anc. Eg. and Bab.,

p. 79)
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tified by some with Kepheus, who is figured up-side down, with his

feet toward the pole of the earth, in the far north of the house of

Pisces ; and according to tradition, Peter was crucified head down
at Rome (Origen in Eusebius, H. E., Ill, 1 ; Euseb., Dem. Evang.

Ill, p. 116c, etc. John xxi. 18, 19, has been recognized often but

erroneously as a prophecy of the crucifixion of Peter). Moreover,

Peter is the key-bearer, and the constellation Kassiepia was at one

time known to the Greeks as the Lyconian Key, from the figure

formed by its chief stars, while Aratos describes it as a door with a

key (Allen, Star Names, p. 143).

Andrezv, in Greek Andreas==Manly, is here recognized as hav-

ing been originally a surname of Jacob (son of Zebedee) as the

Apostle of Aquarius, the only man in the zodiac ; and it is probably

that Andrew first became a separate Apostle and brother of Simon
Peter when the latter became the first Apostle, with Judas (Iscariot)

relegated to the last place among the twelve—the twelvefold group-

ing being maintained by the omission of the duplicate Judas (in

Mark and Matt.) or Thaddaeus-Lebbaeus (in Luke and Acts). In

the New Testament, we are told practically nothing of Andrew ; he

is only a name in the synoptics and supernumerary in the original

group of the first four Apostles, as we saw above. He is coupled

with Peter in the catalogs of Matt, and Luke ; in the call

of the first four apostles in Matt, and Alark, and in the

story of the cure of Peter's mother-in-law in Mark (prob-

ably by an interpolation) ; but he is omitted from Luke's call of the

first apostles, and is placed after John in the catalogs of Mark and

Acts, while we also find "Peter and Jacob and John and Andrew"
in Mark xiii. 3. Elsewhere in the New Testament, Andrew is men-
tioned only in John—in the call of the first five apostles ; where he

is the brother of Peter; in vi. 8, the story of the multiplication of

loaves and fishes (where we might expect to find Peter), and inci-

dentally in xii. 22, in connection with Philip. The equation Jacob=
Andrew is primarily indicated by the fact that Luke has Jacob but

not Andrew among the first apostles called, while in the correspond-

ing Joannine group we find Andrew but not Jacob (see above).

Nevertheless, there is a remote possibility that Andrew was origi-

nally a separate but supernumerary Apostle, introduced as the twin

brother of Simon Peter for the purpose of supplying figures for the

two fishes of Pisces. There is no apparent reason for supposing

that "Andrew" was ever a surname of Simon (Peter) ; but Andrew

may have been taken by some for a counterpart of the Patriarch
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Reuben, whose symbol was a man, and who has the first place in

most of the Old Testament catalogs.

The martyrdom of Andrew by crucifixion, on a Greek or

Andrew's cross (as suggested by the fact that his name is Greek)

is related in the Acts of Andrew, where he is said to have been put

to death in Petrae, a city of Achaea, by order of the proconsul

Aegeas or Aegeates—as perhaps suggested by the story of the

Athenian Aegeus who in one account had Androgens (=son of

Andres) murdered (Pausan. I, 27, 9; Diodor. IV, 60, etc.), Decem-
ber 30, was fixed as the date of Andrew's martyrdom, doubtless

because that month was allotted to him by those who allotted Janu-

ary (the month of Janus) to Peter.

Jacob'-^ Old John. The allotment of Simon Peter to Pisces and

Philip^Horse-lover to Sagittarius, the Man-horse, leaves Aquarius

for Jacob (whence his surname Andrew) and Capricorn for John.

Jacob and John are both fishermen ; and Capricorn ruled over sailors

(Manilius, IV, 25) while Aquarius ruled the sea and the waters in

general (IV, 20). The Hasmonean counterpart of John (Joannes)

was Joannes Gaddis (see above) ; and it is not impossible that this

surname was referred by some to the Hebrew gcdi^=a. young goat,

or to the Syriac gadio=a goat, while Capricorn was generally known
as the Goat or Sea-goat, although figured with a fish's tail (see Allen,

Star A'amcs, pp. 135-138). In the Acts of Philip, an early Christian

work. John is called "son of Barega" ; i. e., "son of the living water."

Jacob and John are sons of Zebedee (Gr. Zebdaios ; Syr. Zabdai, for

Heb. Zabdi=Gift; i. e.. Gift of God, Zabdiel, or Gift-of-Jehovah,

Zebadiah), of w^hom nothing is related except that he was present

when his sons were called by Jesus (Mark i. 20; IMatt. iv. 21, but

not Luke). It is not impossible that Zebedee was represented origi-

nally as the father of Jesus and his four brothers, before the latter

w^ere differentiated from the first four Apostles. Thus it is only

in Matt, (and John) that we find Jonas as the father of Simon Peter,

and the comparatively late introduction of Joseph as the father of

Jesus has already been pointed out. In the Gospel accounts of the

women at the cross of Jesus, Matthew's "mother of Zebedee's chil-

dren" (xxvii. 56) equates with Mark's "Salome" (xv. 40; cf. xvi.

1) and Luke's "Joanna" (xxiv. 10) ; but there is no other evidence

that either of these names belonged to the mother of Jacob and

John—in fact, in Luke viii. 3, Joanna as one of the female followers

-1 In the Greek and English of the Old Testament and New Testament,

the Hebrew "Jacob" is always transliterated "Tacoh" ; while the Apostle is

"Jakobos" in Greek, "Tacobus" in Latin, but "James" in English.
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of Jesus is called the wife of "Chuza, Herod's steward" (see

Table I).

According to the catalog of Mark (and there only), Jesus gave

Jacob and John the surname of Boanerges, which is there inter-

preted "Sons of thunder" ; for these Apostles were allotted to the

storm signs Aquarius and Capricorn, and accordingly were con-

ceived as bold and impetuous. In other words, they were zealous

(like Peter), which is in accordance with the character of their

Zealot and Hasmonean counterparts. Thus, in Mark ix. 38-40, they

take it upon themselves to rebuke one who cast out devils in the

name of Jesus; and are rebuked in turn by the latter (cf. Luke ix.

49-50) ; and in Luke ix. 54, they say to Jesus : "Lord, wilt thou that

we should call down fire from heaven and consume them [certain

unbelieving Samaritans] as also did Elijah?" (2 Kings 1. 10-12—this

fire representing lightning in the mythic view). It is not improb-

able that these two Apostles have the two swords in Luke xxii. 36-38.

Jacob and John requested of Jesus that one of them might sit

at his right hand and the other at his left hand in the glory of his

kingdom, and they declared themselves able to drink of the cup (of

sufifering) that he was to drink and to be baptized with the baptism

(of blood) with which he was to be baptized ; but Jesus told them

that while they would drink of that cup and be baptized with that

baptism (we know that the Zealot Jacob was crucified), it was not

in his power to grant that they should have seats a.s requested, and

he added that whoever among the Twelve desired to become great

and first would be servant, and bondman to the rest—in other

words, last (Mark x. 35-45, and Matt. xx. 20-27, in the latter text

the request being put in the mouth of the mother of Zebedee's sons).

A variant parallel to this account is found in the story of Buddha

;

two of his disciples, L^patishya and Maudgalyayana, being said to

have prayed in a previous incarnation that they might sit respec-

tively on his right hand and left hand when he appeared on earth,

which prayer was finally granted (Bigandet, Burmese Life, p. 153;

Lillie, Influence of Buddhism, p. 44). This appears to be the earlier

and correct form of the mythic concept, the basic idea evidently

being that two disciples are actually distinguished from the others

as flanking figures in relation to the ^Master, which is denied in the

Gospel account; and there can be little doubt that these flanking

figures originally represented the sun and the moon, respectively

on the right and the left of the cosmic god. In Egyptian mythology,

the cosmic god had the sun for his right eye and the moon for his

left eye, while the eastern solar flabellum was his right hand and
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the western flabellum was his left hand (see previous articles on

"The Cosmic Eyes" and "The Cosmic Hands"). In the Old Testa-

ment story of the birth of Jacob and his brother Esau (Gen. xxv.

26), Jacob (in his original lunar character) is born after Esau

(=the Hairy, a solar figure), "his hand holding the heel of Esau,

so his name was called Jacob" (as if 'one who takes hold by the

heel' from YKB^a heel) ; and while this means that the nation of

Jacob (Israel) originated after that of Esau (Edom), nevertheless

the lunar Jacob as the heel corresponds to the west and the cosmic

left hand, while the solar Esau corresponds to the east and the right

hand. In accordance with this, the Apostle Jacob belongs on the

left hand of Jesus, and John on the right hand, the place of honor

;

in all probability John thus becoming the beloved disciple of the

Gospel of John, just as Upatishya is Buddha's beloved disciple

(and as the Apostle of the right hand, John may have been identified

with the Patriarch Benjamin=-^Son of the right hand). But as Peter

has the first place among the Apostles, Jesus is made to intimate

that both Jacob and John will be in the lowest or last place (see

above, and cf. Mark ix. 33-35 ; Matt. xx. 26, 27) ; and as allotted

to Aquarius and Capricorn these Apostles have the last two places

in the zodiac in relation to the annual course of the sun, with the

first place belonging to Peter in Pisces." As flanked by Jacob and

John for Aquarius and Capricorn, Jesus would be placed at the

winter solstice about 2000 B.C., which in itself indicates a pre-Chris-

tian origin for the mythic concept.

[to be CONTINL'Kn. I

-~ Nevertheless, some appear to have given Jacob the first place, perhaps

because his Old Testament counterpart was father of the twelve Patriarchs.

Thus Jacob as the brother of Jesus was the first to see the latter after his resur-

rection, according to the interpolated 1 Cor. xv. 7; and Jacob the brother of

John was the first martyr, executed with the sword, according to Acts xii. 2.

Subscqucn tmcntions of Jacol) in Acts are evidently considered references to

the brother of ejsus (xii. 17; xv. 13; xxi. 18).
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By S. Brodetsky (Reader in Applied Mathematics at Leeds University).

Pages, 135, 64 Illustrations. Price $3.00

Graphical methods of calculation are becoming ever more important

in all branches of engineering. The object of this book is to explain

what nomograms are, and how they can be constructed and used.

Projective Vector Algebra
By L. Silberstein (Lecturer in Mathematical Physics at the University
of Rome). Pages, 78. Price $1.75

An Algebra of Vectors based upon the axioms of order and of con-

nection and independent of the axioms of Congruence and of Parallels

is the subtitle of this book. Some of the conclusions desirable from the

subject may be helpful to readers interested in the degree of soundness
of the foundations of the modern theory of relativity.

Elementary Vector Analysis: with application to Geometry and
Physics

By C. E. Weatherburn, Ormond College, University of Melbourne. Pages,

184. Price $3.50

A simple exposition of elementary analysis. Vector Analysis is in-

tended essentially for three-dimensional calculations; and its greatest

service is rendered in the domains of mechanics and mathematical physics.

An Elementary Treatise on Differential Equations and Their Appli-

cation

By H. T. H. Piaggio, M. A., Professor of Mathematics, University College,

Nottingham. Pages, 242. Price $3.50

The theory of Differential Equations is an important branch of mod-
ern mathematics. The object of this book is to give an account of the

central parts of the subject in as simple a form as possible. Differential

Equations arise from many problems in Algebra, Geometry, Mechanics,

Physics and Chemistry.

A History of the Conceptions of Limits and Fluxions in Great Britain

from Newton to Woodhouse
By Florian Cajori, Ph. D., Professor of History of Mathematics in the
University of California. Pages, 300. Price $2.00

A sensational event in the early history of mathematics was Bishop
Berkeley's- attack upon the logical foundations of the Calculus invented
by Newton and Leibniz. Hardly known at all are the quarrels among
the English mathematicians themselves which followed the controversy
with Berkeley. These matters are worked out from original sources in

Professor Cajori's book.
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The Philosophical Writings of
Richard Burthogge
Edited with Introductions and Notes by

MARGARET W. LANDES
Wellesley College

Pages, 21,5 Cloth, $2.00

THE re-discovery of a seventeenth-century English philosopher proves the

maxim that merit is not often recognized in a scholar's own day not only

because his teaching is premature but also because it is so pervaded by

the dominating thought of the time that its element of originality is lost.

Burthogge's theory of knowledge is his most important philosophical teach-

ing. His doctrine of the superiority of mind over matter is about the same as

that taught by More and by Cudworth. However far from holding that sense

is a hindrance to knowledge, Burthogge teaches, like Kant, that it is one of

the only two sources of knowledge.
This volume is the third contribution to the study of seventeenth and

eighteenth-century English philosophical texts by graduate students of Wellesley

College.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Saccheri's Euclides Vindicatus

Edited and translated by

GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED

Latin-English edition of the first non-Euclidean Geometry published in

Milan, 1733.

Pages, 280 Cloth, $2.00

A geometric endeavor in which are established the

foundation principles of universal geometry, with

special reference to Euclid's Parallel Postulate.
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JUST PUBLISHED

A Theory of Natural

Philosophy

Put Fonvard and Explained by Roger Joseph Boscovich, S. J. Latin-

English Edition translated by J. M. Child, University of Manchester,

England, from the text of the first Venetian edition published

under the personal superznsion of the author in 1762.

With a short life of Boscovitch by Dr. Branislav Petronievic, Professor of

Phylosophy at the University of Belgrade.

" The most important of the assumptions in this work is that of Con-

tinuity as enunciated by Leibniz. This doctrine may be stated briefly as

'Everything happens by degrees," or as Boscovich says, 'Nothing happens

per saltum'."

The second assumtion is the doctrine of Impenetrability His

material points have absolutely no magnitude; they are Euclidian points

having no parts The acceptance of this axiom by Boscovich is

purely theoretical : in fact, it constitutes practically the whole of the theory

of Boscovich.

Boscovich claims that he has reduced all the principles of Newton to

a single principle—namely that given by his "Law of Forces."

This edition of the book was paid for mainly by the Government of

the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slavenes and the subsidiary expenses

by private subscription of certain Jugo-Slavs interested in its publication.

The Slav world has to its credit such names as Copernicus, Lobachevski,

Mendeljev and. Boscovich.

Large quarto 465 pages

Cloth. Price $20.00
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IS THE ONLY REVIEW the contributors to which are really international.

IS THE ONLY REVIEW that has a really world-wide circulation.

IS THE ONLY REVIEW of scientific synthesis and unification that deals with the

fundamental questions of all sciences : the history of the sciences, mathematics,

astronomy, geology, physics, chemistry, biology, psychology and sociology.

IS THE ONLY REVIEW of general science that by its articles on statistics, demog-
raphy, ethnography, economics, law. history of religions and sociology in general—
all of a general, summary and synthetical character—makes itself a necessity to all

thorough students of the social sciences.

IS THE ONLY REVIEW that among its contributors can boast of the most illustri-

ous men of science in the whole world. A list of more than 350 of these is given

in each number.
The articles are published in the language of their authors, and every number has a

supplement containing the French translation of all the articles that are not

French. The review is thus completely accessible to those who know only French.
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SCIENCE PROGRESS owes its origin to an endeavor to found a scientific journal

containing original papers and summaries of the present state of knowledge in all

branches of science. The necessity for such a journal is to be found in the fact that,

with the specialization which necessarily accompanies the modern development of

scientific thought and work, it is increasingly difficult for even the professional man
of science to keep in touch with the trend of thought and the progress achieved in
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